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Introduction
Over the past five years, from Charlottesville to Pittsburgh to El Paso, attacks by people who reject our
multiracial democracy have shaken our country to its core and sparked conversation about how best to
address far-right violence. The Trump administration, which stoked the flames of white supremacy,
ended with the ransacking of the U.S. Capitol as Congress was certifying Joe Biden’s Electoral College
victory.1 Some among the crowd of the president’s loyalists displayed racist imagery ranging from
Auschwitz sweatshirts to Confederate flags.2 Violent white supremacy, of course, has played an important
role in shaping the American project, from slavery to the emergence of the Ku Klux Klan through the
current day.3
The Biden administration has now identified far-right violence as a rising threat and has sought to focus
more resources and attention on addressing it.4 But the administration is adapting strategies developed as
part of the war on terror that are ineffective and likely to harm the very communities of color that are so
often the target of far-right violence. The violence prevention programs run by the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) faced many problems, ranging from a lack of evidence of effectiveness to a
historical near-exclusive focus on Muslims to the generation of new avenues for surveillance to concerted
opposition from targeted communities. However, instead of taking a hard look at these issues, the Biden
administration has featured such programs in its National Strategy for Countering Domestic Terrorism,
released on June 15, 2021.5 Just over a month before this strategy was announced, DHS’s violence
prevention activities were rebranded and organized under the Center for Prevention Programs and
Partnerships (CP3), which was rolled out on May 11, 2021.6
This is not a fulfilment of the promise President Biden made when he was running for office that he
would end the Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) program. Instead, CP3 puts a new
name on that old approach, which the federal government is now doubling down on. The Biden
administration still plans to distribute $20 million in TVTP grants in fiscal year 2021 to fund prevention
efforts, twice the amount the Trump administration distributed the prior year.7 It has also made available
$77 million in fiscal year 2021 under the Homeland Security Grant Program to state and local
governments for similar activities to “combat[ ] domestic violent extremism.”8 Further, the Biden
administration’s budget request to Congress for fiscal year 2022 asked for continued funding for these
grant programs at roughly the same levels, within a total of $131 million for other vaguely described
“diverse, innovative, and community-driven methods to prevent domestic terrorism.”9
While preventing violence is an important goal, the reality is that much of CP3’s prevention activities rest
on the empirically disproven premise that there are identifiable markers that can predict who is going to
commit an act of violence, rendering it of no demonstrable utility in accomplishing its stated purpose.
CP3 programs grow out of the discredited Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) programs of the
Obama era, which failed to prove their value and instead painted their targets — American Muslims — as
a community of potential terrorists. By broadening its focus from Muslims to a wider spectrum of
political violence and the indeterminate category of targeted violence, DHS may avoid charges of antiMuslim bias. However, doing so simply expands the reach of the ineffective and discriminatory CVE
model. The markers of potential violence that DHS promotes are so vague as to open the door to bias,
seemingly ignoring the reality of structural racism that the administration has repeatedly vowed to
address. These markers are also often far removed from the actual threat of violence. Addressing poverty
and discrimination, for example, should clearly be priorities for our government, but not under the guise
of security.
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At a time when jurisdictions around the country are considering how to reduce law enforcement
involvement in mental health and social issues, CP3 prevention activities take the opposite approach.
They create structures to bring a broad range of concerns about mental health and socioeconomic
conditions to the attention of law enforcement as indicators of criminality without normal safeguards.
Indeed, DHS has explicitly stated that a major purpose of these programs is to “fill[ ] a gap where law
enforcement or intelligence cannot operate because of constitutionally based civil rights and liberties.”10
This report proceeds in five parts. It first outlines how CP3’s activities build on CVE’s flawed premises
that people take a definable path to violence, that there are identifiable risk factors that make them more
disposed to going down this path, and that there are pre-attack indicators that can accurately identify
them before they act. In part II, the report explains that expanding the scope of the CVE violence
prevention approach does not address these critiques of CVE. DHS’s own sources make clear that there
are important differences between terrorism and targeted violence, which itself sweeps in a diverse range
of conduct. In part III, the report analyzes the empirical research underlying the risk factors and
indicators the department promotes for identifying potentially violent actors. It shows that the research
does not support the use of these markers in prevention programs. Part IV identifies the harms of CP3’s
programs, which will be felt disparately by historically marginalized communities. It demonstrates that
CP3’s blending of public safety and social service provisions undermines both goals; further, it shows that
CP3 activities are likely to chill constitutionally protected expression and stigmatize those flagged as
threats. The report recommends in part V that the social problems CP3 often identifies as threats to
national security — poor economic opportunity or the need for mental health treatment, for example —
be divorced from a security framework and untethered from law enforcement. Instead, efforts to relieve
these problems should be managed by institutions with the relevant expertise and outlook, with allocation
of resources to address them based on community needs rather than a perceived risk of terrorism.

Countering Violent Extremism (CVE)
Becomes the Center for Prevention Programs
and Partnerships (CP3)
In the mid-2010s, events including the Boston Marathon bombing and concerns about the appeal of ISIS
to young American Muslims led the U.S. counterterrorism apparatus to focus increasingly on
“homegrown” terrorism. The federal government devised a counterterrorism strategy of identifying
American Muslims who might violently “radicalize” before committing a terrorist attack and reducing the
appeal of “extremist” ideologies. Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) programs served these ends in
large part by attempting to persuade community members such as teachers, social workers, and religious
figures to identify people (predominantly Muslims) who might theoretically become terrorists and disrupt
their progress toward violence.
CVE was based on a disproven empirical premise. At its heart is the flawed concept of radicalization,
which posits that the adoption of certain ideologies is an essential first step that puts a person on a
pathway to committing an act of terrorism.11 In fact, studies of individuals who have committed terrorist
acts show there is no definable path a person follows before engaging in terrorism. Nor are there proven
risk factors that make people more disposed to going down this path or pre-attack warning signs that can
accurately identify them before they act.12
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CVE was discriminatory in application. Virtually all CVE programs focused on Muslim communities,
which were branded as especially disposed to terrorism. Some programs explicitly labeled religious
practices (e.g., “frequent attendance at mosque or prayer group”) and political speech (e.g., “concerns
about anti-Muslim discrimination”) as causes for concern, suppressing the exercise of constitutionally
protected rights.13 Others incorporated unproven terrorism risk factors that were broad enough to open
the door for bias to influence who was labeled a potential threat (e.g., “feeling isolated and alienated”). 14
Police and security services were central to CVE and garnered a large share of DHS funding. They were
intimately involved in operations to identify potential terrorists on the basis of vague indicators, and they
created real risks of adverse outcomes for American Muslims, who bore the brunt of the war on terror at
home.
Due to these serious concerns, civil society groups, especially those dedicated to preserving the rights of
American Muslims, consistently opposed CVE programs, as did many of the Muslim communities
targeted by them. Nonetheless, DHS continues to insist that, at its core, CVE was successful, and it has
built its Center for Prevention Programs and Partnerships’ (CP3) activities on the CVE model. The
department promises it will not single out specific communities as being prone to violence and that it will
incorporate protections for civil rights and liberties that are yet to be concretely specified. But because
CP3’s prevention methods are based on the same flawed premises as CVE’s, it too will fail in preventing
violence and instead entrench a discriminatory model that risks suppression of speech, assembly, and
religion.15
If anything, CP3’s programs rest on a shakier foundation than CVE’s because they lump together a broad
and diverse range of violent acts and motives. In addition to attempting to expand its terrorism focus
beyond Muslims to “white supremacist violent extremism” and “anti-government and anti-authority
violent extremism,” for example, DHS introduces a broader category of targeted violence.16 DHS defines
“targeted violence” to broadly include situations in which a “known or knowable attacker selects a
particular target prior to the violent attack,” including those who “lack[ ] a clearly discernible political,
ideological, or religious motivation.”17 As currently crafted, it can cover everything from domestic
violence to a mass shooting.18
This shift is the product of both political and practical considerations. Politically, the federal government
has come under increasing pressure to address far-right violence and mass shootings. In particular,
President Trump’s open coddling of white supremacists despite a spate of attacks in 2017–2019 put a
critical spotlight on his administration’s rescission of two CVE grants awarded under the Obama
administration that aimed, in part, to address far-right violence.19 This led to calls for more CVE funding
to broaden the scope of the programs.20
Practically, as the DHS study of its CVE programs explained, “government investments as a portfolio
should be balanced across sources of ideological violence” to avoid stigmatizing particular groups and
corroding trust in prevention efforts, a core criticism of CVE.21 DHS also found that communities
around the country had downranked terrorism as a concern given its rarity, so packaging terrorism
prevention within a broader violence prevention frame might make the programs more sustainable.22
DHS coordinates violence prevention activities through CP3, established May 11, 2021. CP3 is a
rebranding of DHS’s Office of Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (OTVTP), established in
April 2019.23 A signature feature of CP3 is “an evolution of the FY16 CVE Grant Program” that provides
support to state and local governments — most notably, law enforcement — as well as community
organizations, universities, nonprofits, and a range of other civil society actors to undertake violence
prevention initiatives.24 The goal is to establish “local prevention frameworks” tailored to a given
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community, which DHS has said form the “lynchpin of [its] prevention efforts.”25 In September 2019,
DHS awarded $10 million to 29 organizations pursuant to this grant program (see appendix).26 It reports
that 25 of the 29 grants are focused on “replicat[ing] . . . existing models of [CVE] prevention projects”
and that the rest are “innovation” grants to “implement projects that show promise but have not been
evaluated for program effectiveness or program impacts.”27
Breaking a campaign promise to end TVTP, the Biden administration announced in March 2021 a new,
$20 million round of grants that aim to fund the same types of initiatives for fiscal year 2021. 28 It then
renamed the office CP3.29 (Though the office has been renamed, the grant program is, for now, still called
the TVTP Grant Program.)30 CP3 also has scaled up its field operations team to partner with state, local,
and community-based organizations to help establish what it calls a “prevention framework,” share
information, and conduct trainings and exercises, among other activities. CP3’s regional prevention
coordinators “are working with Federal partners and behavioral health professionals to recommend case
referral processes for those showing behavioral indicators of radicalization to violence.” Such partners
include the FBI and Department of Justice (DOJ).31
CP3 programs generally fit into four broad categories that together constitute the DHS’s prevention
framework. (one grant may fund initiatives in multiple categories.)32 We examine each category below.
Initiatives to identify people who may commit violence and manage their risk they are
believed to pose. These programs are aimed at making communities more prepared to identify
specific people who exhibit the purported warning signs of violence, determine whether they pose a
threat, and refer them to law enforcement or appropriate social services. For example, one part of the
Bay Area Urban Areas Security Initiative’s 2020 TVTP grant goes toward “enhanc[ing] capabilities of
staff within high schools and houses of worship in the Bay Area to identify the non-verbal behavior
of individuals mobilizing or radicalizing to violence and train them in the ways to report their
observations,” particularly within “high-risk” schools and houses of worship.33 A major component of
initiatives in this category is improving communities’ “threat assessment and management”
capacities.34 When a person is referred as a potential threat, he or she is referred either to law
enforcement or to a threat assessment team composed of people from a range of disciplines — law
enforcement, social service providers, teachers, religious leaders, and health professionals, for
example. The threat assessment team determines whether this person poses a threat and forms an
intervention plan to manage it. In doing so, the team considers a range of factors about the subject
that are posited to bear on the propensity for violence (e.g., potential motive, interactions with others,
academic record, drug abuse, topics of interest, mental health, loneliness, problems at home, and so
on) and how to reduce these factors’ impact.
Social programs to reduce ostensible risk factors for violence. These programs often focus on
children, with the aim of reducing the likelihood that a person will find violence attractive. They often
involve community outreach or the provision of social services before there is any indication
whatsoever that a person is “radicalized” or intends to commit an attack. For example, the $749,995
2020 TVTP grant to the Boston Children’s Hospital funds a program to “reduce mental health
problems and increase social belongingness among adolescents,” including by expanding an “interethnic youth advisory board” designed to bring together “diverse youth” of various backgrounds. The
goals include “increasing sense of belonging, enhancing inter-ethnic group understanding, developing
leadership and advocacy skills, and promoting civic engagement” among young people. 35 The theory
behind this initiative is that children who are integrated into their communities are less likely to
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experience alleged risk factors for violence, such as social alienation, reducing the chance they will
turn to violence. Sometimes these programs involve law enforcement. One 2020 TVTP grantee, for
example, runs a youth police academy and teaches children about “the guiding principles of law
enforcement that serve our community,” essentially to get young people more comfortable interacting
with and trusting police.36
Initiatives to counter extremist messaging, generally online. These efforts include partnering
with social media companies to identify trends in extremist content and remove it from their
platforms, promoting counterviolence narratives online, and conducting online outreach to intervene
with people identified as susceptible to extremists, as well as developing media literacy programs
aimed primarily at children.37 OTVTP gave one 2020 grant, for example, to Operation250, which
aims to teach children “skills about recognizing unsafe online behaviors [and] the psychology of
online decision making” and to help them understand hate and recognize risks and threats online. 38 It
does so by conducting workshops and lessons to illustrate the concepts at issue; activities may include
watching movie clips, reading news articles, and having class discussions to learn about “in-groups”
and “out-groups.” Another example is a grant to American University that is being used to develop
“attitudinal inoculation” methods — giving people context for a piece of extremist propaganda
before they view it, for example, with the goal of making them resistant to its message.39
Recidivism reduction and reintegration efforts. These programs are aimed at people who have
already been convicted of violent crimes or terrorism-related offenses and attempt to reduce their risk
of radicalization while in prison or after they leave it. For example, one 2020 TVTP initiative, by the
Greenlight Project, Inc., funds a prerelease education program for people convicted of terrorismrelated crimes and others “vulnerable to the risk factors for radicalizing to violence,” and also funds
“post-release support programming.”40 In particular, the grant goes toward rehabilitating inmates in a
San Diego–area prison “who profess white supremacist or Islamic extremist ideals or are members of
groups that profess these ideals.”41 With the goal of reducing recidivism, prisoners will be offered
curricula that incorporate “alternative narratives to extremist ideology.”42
In the course of crafting TVTP, officials recognized that “the [CVE] moniker had become fairly tainted”
because the public perceived CVE as a Trojan horse for the discriminatory surveillance of Muslim
communities.43 CP3 has engaged with civil society groups, and it has represented that it engages with
DHS’s Office of Civil Rights and Liberties to ensure that “[e]very aspect of CP3’s work considers and
respects civil rights and liberties.”44 Notably, CP3’s grant applicants are required to describe how their
proposals may impact “privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties” and to identify steps they will take to
reduce those impacts. Proposals that DHS determines do not “appropriately protect” these values will
not receive funding.45 The same was required of CVE grant applicants, but such promises did not in fact
lead to any substantive protections. Less than half of CVE grant recipients even referenced the issue, and
only six promised safeguards would be put in place – none specified what they would be.46
In any event, the subsequent rebrands have not meaningfully addressed the core substantive objections to
CVE. These objections also extend prevention activities that are now run out of CP3. Indeed, CP3’s
violence prevention framework only entrenches a paradigm that will add to the profusion of discredited
CVE methodologies, creating new problems by lumping together disparate threats.
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Targeted Violence and Terrorism
Are Different Threats
DHS’s working definition of “targeted violence” — situations in which a “known or knowable attacker
selects a particular target prior to the violent attack” — is broad enough to sweep in everything from
domestic violence to a mass casualty event.47 DHS’s stated focus is on those (implicitly rarer) attacks that
“inflict the same type of trauma on communities [as terrorism].”48 Still, the department added targeted
violence to CP3’s mandate, at least in part because state and local partners it surveyed ranked terrorism
low on the list of concerns, given its rarity.49 The addition of targeted violence, therefore, was due at least
partially to practical considerations in maintaining participation in the program rather than because
terrorism and targeted violence naturally implicate the same policy solutions. The department has been
working on a refined definition of targeted violence for more than a year but has yet to publicly release a
“more precise and actionable” term.50 It recognizes that its working definition is “insufficiently specific.”51
Even taken on their own terms, studies exploring risk factors and indicators for terrorism and targeted
violence do not justify grouping them under a common prevention scheme. Several studies, including
those DHS cites in support of its approach, flatly contradict the department’s main rationale for doing so:
that perpetrators of various kinds of mass violence share risk factors and indicators. To a degree, DHS
acknowledges that the breadth of CP3’s prevention activities compromise its evidentiary basis, at least
when it comes to targeted violence. It notes: “Understanding risk factors and indicators in connection
with targeted violence has been more complicated, however, as studies have typically focused on violence
broadly, not on specific types of targeted violence.”52
One study that DHS cites to illustrate the complication was conducted by the International Society for
Research on Aggression (ISRA).53 The researchers identified major differences between street shootings
(involving people who know each other) and mass shootings (targeting public places with multiple,
random victims) — both of which would be covered by the concept of targeted violence. A table
outlining some of these “major descriptive differences” noted in the ISRA study is reproduced below.54
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TABLE 1

Descriptive Differences Between Street Shootings and Mass Shootings
STREET SHOOTINGS

MASS SHOOTINGS

Note:

Source:
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Even within the category of school shooters, at least one study — though DHS does not cite it —
concluded that school shooters do not share a definable path culminating in an attack.55 Instead, the study
explained that they “differed in their motivation as well as developmental histories and risk factors for
violence.”56 Further, a survey of retrospective studies of school shooters revealed a “lack of consistent
findings,” arriving at “varied results” over a range of features of children who had committed mass
murder — such as whether they tended to be depressed, had a history of substance abuse, or were
psychotic, among other traits.57
Another study on which DHS relies as a foundation for CP3 prevention activities — Risk Factors and
Indicators Associated with Radicalization to Terrorism in the United States: What Research Sponsored by the National
Institute of Justice Tells Us (NIJ Study Synthesis) — is a meta-analysis of four National Institute of Justice–
funded projects aimed at identifying risk factors and indicators for terrorism.58 One of the four projects
NIJ reviewed as part of the meta-analysis found critical background and behavioral differences between
lone-actor terrorists and mass murderers who did not have a discernible political motive.59 According to
the study, “mass murders follow a different ‘script’ than lone-actor and solo terrorists as they move
toward and through violence,” and this has “important implications for detection prior to the event
itself.”60 Some of the differences in traits, as the study observed them, are listed in the table below.
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TABLE 2

Differences in Observed Traits Between Lone-Actor Terrorists and
Mass Murderers
WARNING SIGN

LONE-ACTOR TERRORIST

MASS MURDERER

Risk Factors and Indicators Associated with
Note:
Radicalization to Terrorism in the United States: What Research Sponsored by the National Institute of Justice Tells Us
Source:

Neither is it possible to generalize who will become a terrorist. The DHS-commissioned review of CVE
conducted by the RAND Corporation pointed to past Brennan Center reports in acknowledging that the
“lack of a well-defined and readily predictable path to violence and, therefore, a lack of clear markers for
individuals at risk of violence apart from individuals who may be adopting radical ideas has been a core
part of critiques of CVE that argue that it lacks a scientific basis.”61 The RAND study pointed out how
different models of radicalization disagree on a range of issues, including “risk factors of radicalization,”
how to weigh them, how predictable radicalization is, the variables that impact radicalization even within
a given ideological frame, the timeline for radicalization, and the connection between ideology and
violence.
Another major study cited in the NIJ Study Synthesis, carried out by the National Consortium for the
Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START) under a grant managed by current CP3 director
John Picarelli, tried to model the “radicalization process” and came to a similar conclusion.62 “Despite
including over 70 causal mechanisms in our coding scheme, constructing a truth table with more than 500
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possible logical combinations, and identifying eight unique pathways to violence,” it reported, “our
analysis does not account for the pathways of 15 of the 35 violent individuals in our sample.”63
DHS suggests that variations in the process of radicalization — as it says, “the individualized nature of
radicalization” — is a function of information gaps.64 In the department’s view, the solution is to tailor
interventions based on intelligence on what ostensibly violent narratives are trending, including
“community-specific” grievances identified by local CP3 partners.65 But the studies discussed above that
DHS itself cites do not support this contention. The point is that the process of radicalization — which
may be “individualized” in the sense that it is specific to an individual — is not susceptible to predictive
modeling, not that a few more data points ascertained from a retrospective study of attackers would
permit reliable identification of potential terrorists in advance.66
Beyond the specific claim regarding the commonality of risk factors and indicators, DHS gives a broad
set of justifications for grouping together terrorism and targeted violence:
Perpetrators and supporters of terrorism and targeted violence use much of the same toolkit to
validate their worldviews, engage with like-minded sympathizers, devise plans, and prepare for
attacks. Terrorists and perpetrators of targeted violence may be motivated by different ideologies
or narratives of personal grievance, and in some cases by none at all, but they often find the
online space crucial as they grow closer to mobilizing to violence. These threats may be
exacerbated by foreign actors seeking to undermine the Homeland through disinformation
campaigns. Terrorists and perpetrators of targeted violence attack targets with similar
characteristics, often with similar tactics.67
These uncited assertions read as if they were tailored to justify a broad operational mission. Basically, they
tell us that those who want to do harm — whatever their motivation — use the internet, attack similar
targets, use guns (“similar tactics”), and may be egged on by unspecified foreign actors. That people
wanting to do harm use the internet as a source of information or to connect with each other — like
almost everyone else — bears little on whether two kinds of violence implicate the same policy solutions.
In sum, a fundamental premise of CP3’s prevention activities, that there is a commonality of risk factors
and indicators between terrorism and targeted violence, is flatly contradicted by research commissioned
and cited by DHS. Moreover, as the next section shows, many of the risk factors and indicators that DHS
promotes are themselves not predictive of violence in any meaningful way. Targeting people on the basis
of these unscientific and overbroad criteria will not make anyone safer but instead will cast a broad net of
suspicion on people who are not threats.
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DHS’s Risk Factors and Indicators Do Not
Help Identify Violent People and Undermine
the Department’s Prevention Goal
The premise of CP3’s prevention activities is that there are empirically proven “risk factors” that make a
person more prone to violence and “indicators” that signal they are about to carry out a violent crime.68
Risk factors are often socioeconomic conditions (e.g., social alienation), while indicators are theoretically
behaviors that should raise more immediate red flags that a person is likely to commit violence (e.g.,
issuing a threat). DHS posits that there is a continuum to disrupting an individual’s development toward
violence (similar to the early, debunked models of terrorist radicalization predicated on a funnel by which
individuals come to embrace violence).69 This is reproduced below.

As detailed below, CP3’s risk factor and indicator framework has four main deficiencies that bear on its
efficacy. First, empirical research makes clear that these markers are not predictive of violence, in
significant part because they are shared by millions of Americans who do not commit violence. This point
is evident even in the core studies on which DHS relies to validate risk factors and indicators of violence.
Second, these broad and vague risk factors and indicators cannot be reliably administered; because they
cast immediate suspicion over adverse socioeconomic circumstances unlinked to violence, they open the
door to profiling. Third, DHS has not proved that its risk factor and indicator framework has worked to
identify genuine threats in the real world. And fourth, these deficiencies undermine the very goals CP3
seeks to achieve: to identify genuine threats and improve the underlying social conditions that DHS
claims are linked to violence.

DHS’s Risk Factors and Indicators
Lack Empirical Support
A primary goal of CP3’s prevention activities is to identify individuals who might perpetrate an act of
mass violence at some point in the future and intervene to stop them from doing so. But the empirical
studies on which DHS relies to achieve this goal explicitly state that there is no “evidence-based process”
that can reliably identify offenders in advance. For example:
The RAND Corporation, Practical Terrorism Prevention: “Because there are no unambiguous early
indicators of future violent behavior, the performance of risk assessment tools and methods to
distinguish individuals who appear to be threats from those who actually do pose a threat is limited,
meaning that individuals to whom terrorism prevention efforts are intended to respond might not
commit any future violence, even if no action is taken.”70
The National Institute of Justice, Risk Factors and Indicators Associated with Radicalization to Terrorism in the
United States: What Research Sponsored by the National Institute of Justice Tells Us: “Engaging or attempting
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to engage in terrorism is a very rare activity, and as will be seen below, several of the risk factors that
have been identified by the research teams are shared among substantial portions of the general U.S.
population. While, arguably, specific combinations of risk factors are shared by fewer individuals,
predicting with any accuracy who will engage or attempt to engage in this very rare activity is an
unrealistic goal.”71
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Making Prevention a Reality: Identifying, Assessing, and Managing the Threat
of Targeted Attacks: “Threat managers are not psychics and they cannot predict the future. Just as a
targeted violence event cannot be predicted, the perfect threat management solution cannot be
foreseen.”72
To avoid this empirical reality, DHS materials avow that “prevention is not prediction.”73 The goal,
rather, is to “evaluate the presence of factors that indicate violence might be a possibility.”74 But the mere
“possibility” of violence is an insufficient basis for a government-funded violence prevention program
that creates serious risks of discriminatory application and civil liberties violations, as discussed in part IV
below.
This report evaluates two main sets of studies on which DHS relies to validate the risk factors and
indicators that it claims allow identification of individuals who are on a pathway toward violence and in
need of intervention.75 Both sets of studies, which are funded by security agencies, have serious
methodological flaws. They are retroactive studies, sometimes of extremely small sample sets (one study
evaluates 35 individuals over a period of several years), which means that the addition of just a few
individuals could radically change a study’s conclusions. 76 Moreover, they generally fail to use a control
group that would allow the disaggregation of traits of violent individuals from those of the general
population. Leaving aside these limitations, even on their own terms, the studies do not provide a tangible
basis for identifying individuals in need of intervention to prevent violence.
U.S. Secret Service National Threat Assessment Center
DHS relies on research conducted by the Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center (NTAC).77
A study illustrative of NTAC’s methods is Protecting America’s Schools: A U.S. Secret Service Analysis of Targeted
Violence, which reviewed 41 incidents of targeted violence in schools from 2008 through 2017.78 It also
examined in detail the backgrounds and behaviors of the 35 attackers for whom this information was
available, “in order to inform the best practices of multidisciplinary school threat assessment programs
nationwide.”79 The study’s key findings:
There is no profile of a student attacker, nor is there a profile for the type of school that has been
targeted.
Attackers usually had multiple motives (35/41), the most common involving a grievance with
classmates (26/41).
Most attackers used firearms (25/41), and firearms were most often acquired from the home (19/25).
Most attackers had experienced psychological, behavioral, or developmental symptoms (32/35).
Half of the attackers had interests in violent topics (17/35).
All attackers experienced social stressors involving their relationships with peers and/or romantic
partners (35/35), such as experiencing bullying or rejection.
Nearly every attacker experienced negative home life factors (33/35), such as parents being separated
or having financial difficulties.
Most attackers were victims of bullying (28/35), which was often observed by others.
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Most attackers had a history of school disciplinary actions (25/35), and many had prior contact with
law enforcement (17/35).
All attackers exhibited concerning behaviors (35/35). Most elicited concern from others (28/35), and
most communicated their intent to attack (27/35).
It is clear that numerous traits the study identifies are not specific to violent offenders. While the Secret
Service focused on 35 people in the analysis above, over 50 million students were enrolled in U.S. K–12
schools in 2019.80 Of these students, millions display one or more signs claimed to be indicative of a risk
for engaging in violence. Many children consume violent media (“interest in a violent topic”), are bullied,
experience romantic rejections or social friction (“social stressors”), hold grudges against classmates
(“grievances”), or come from single-parent households (“negative home life factors”), for example.81
Nor does the study show that the traits and behaviors identified in its “key findings” are sufficiently
sensitive to positively identify attackers. Some people who go on to commit an attack may not exhibit any
of these traits. For example, only about half of the 35 people closely examined had “interests in a violent
topic” or “prior contact with law enforcement.” Even on the study’s own terms, it is a coin flip as to
whether these features characterize an attacker.82
Finally, some aspects of the NTAC research are likely tarred by confirmation bias. In the wake of an
attack, it is normal for individuals who knew the perpetrator to view his or her behavior and words in
light of the violence. For example, the study notes others found that “some attackers made statements
that were simply out of character for the attacker or displayed other minor changes in behavior,” such as
“a depressed or angry mood, conflicts between classmates, and an interest in violent topics.” 83 In this
context, confirmation bias is assigning retrospective significance to background traits or behaviors —
often vague, subjective, or imperceptible at the time — based on what researchers would expect to see
from school shooters.
National Institute of Justice Study Synthesis
DHS also relies on the NIJ Study Synthesis of four previous government-funded research projects to
identify terrorism risk factors.84 This research was conducted by START and by researchers at the
University of Arkansas, Indiana State University, and the University of Massachusetts Lowell. 85
The NIJ Study Synthesis takes the position that finding a particular risk factor in more than one study is
an indicator of reliability. The risk factors it identifies as most strongly supported are:86
Having a criminal history
Having mental health issues (or receiving a diagnosis of schizophrenia or delusional disorder)
Being unemployed
Being single
Being a loner (or socially isolated)
It considers these traits strongly supported because they were identified “in research that included groupbased and lone-actor extremists, as well as in at least one study that included only lone-actor terrorists . . .
[and] were [all] identified based on comparisons between individuals who did and did not engage in these
behaviors.”87
NIJ’s claim that a given study supports a risk factor is difficult to verify because it does not provide a
citation indicating where in the study a particular risk factor is supposedly identified. The two University
of Arkansas studies, for example, were not intended to isolate “risk factors” for terrorism (the word risk
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does not even appear in either document), and only one of them notes certain demographic traits of its
subjects when presenting “characteristics of the sample.”88
Indeed, upon scrutiny, the studies NIJ says have identified these common factors do not in fact find them
as conclusively as the institute implies. For example, NIJ says “being unemployed” is a risk factor
identified by START.89 At first glance, the START study does appear to support the claim that
unemployment is linked to violence: “Since stable employment is significant and negative[ly related to
violence] across all datasets, we can have some confidence in its observed effect on violent behavior.” 90
But it also notes that “the relationship between stable employment and non-violence drops away” when
cases before 2000 are excluded.91 NIJ also concludes that the Indiana State University and University of
Massachusetts studies label unemployment a “risk factor.” But this conclusion appears to rely only on
passing references within the studies — that “most of them [American lone wolf terrorists] are
unemployed” and “38% [of lone-actor terrorists] were unemployed,” as the two studies note
respectively.92 It is not obvious how NIJ can represent in its synthesis that the Indiana State study found
that specifically 71 percent of the subjects it examined were unemployed, unless NIJ reviewed the
underlying data set or another summary of it without clearly disclosing this.93
In any event, NIJ’s assertion that these risk factors were “identified based on comparisons between
individuals who did and did not engage in these behaviors” is misleading at best. The START study does
compare stable employment in nonviolent extremists with the same in violent extremists, but the frame
of reference for the Massachusetts and Indiana State studies are Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) data,
not a relevant control group of similarly situated individuals.94 Though the gap between the studies’ data
and the BLS data is significant — according to BLS, roughly 4–11 percent of males were unemployed on
average between 1975 and 2015 — thousands of variables could affect those numbers.
Three additional problems with the four projects synthesized by NIJ, which it acknowledges, also severely
undermine its conclusions even if NIJ is not apparently mischaracterizing their findings. (Some of these
flaws are also found in the Secret Service study evaluated above).95
First, confirming the presence of an identified risk factor requires researchers to make subjective
judgments.96 As with the Secret Service studies, researchers poring through a range of data sources —
newspapers, websites, books, court records, interviews, and so on97 — must determine whether those
sources confirm, for example, that a person has “deep commitment” to an extremist ideology, has
“trouble” in relationships, or is a “loner” or distant from his or her family. In these cases, “different
research teams might reach different conclusions.”98 That is, in considering whether a person has a “deep
commitment” — as opposed to a passing interest or rote adherence — one team might reasonably decide
on a threshold of evidence that is higher or lower than that of another team. And researchers might not
consistently apply their decision across the data set. The room to make subjective decisions also opens
the door for biases, like the confirmation bias described in connection with the Secret Service study, to
subtly influence how a variable is established. These subjective determinations shape how the study
results are presented and the inferences policymakers like DHS draw from them in implementing
programs like those run out of CP3.
Second, the studies’ data sets are incomplete or biased. For example, the START study has the largest
data set and attempts to compare the traits of nonviolent extremists with those of violent extremists. But
for each risk factor it evaluated, data were missing for up to 91 percent of the people analyzed: married
(51 percent missing), stable employment history (61.2 percent), past military experience (41.9 percent),
abused as a child (91.1 percent ), radical family (80 percent), clique membership (41.1 percent), group
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competition (63.2 percent), previous criminal activity (54 percent), mental illness (80.7 percent), and
education (62.7 percent).99 The START team used statistical methods to try to fill in the gaps, but the
research teams did not handle this issue in a consistent manner. University of Massachusetts researchers
appeared to count missing data as the absence of a variable, for example, complicating the ability to
ascertain common patterns among findings.100 Further, the University of Arkansas studies noted that “the
names of domestic terrorists have been extracted primarily from the websites of U.S. Attorneys’
offices.”101 U.S. Attorneys are known to selectively disclose or withhold public notice of prosecutions.102
Without full, consistently managed data sets, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions about the viability
of a given risk factor, let alone to take the next step in inferring that it has been independently validated
across studies.
Finally, only one the four main projects NIJ examined (the START study) used a discernible control
group of nonviolent extremists.103 NIJ notes that “the composition of an ideal comparison group depends
on the purpose of the analysis being conducted.”104 Given that a substantial goal of CP3’s prevention
programs involves picking out violent offenders from the population at large — rather than
distinguishing between violent and nonviolent extremists — a scientifically representative sample of the
general U.S. population may be a more suitable comparison group.
In sum, many of the empirical studies underlying DHS’s CP3 initiatives explicitly state that they cannot
reliably distinguish potentially violent individuals from the rest of the population. Some of these studies
nonetheless attempt to discern risk factors and indicators. But they use fundamentally flawed
methodology, mostly failing to use control groups, which makes their conclusions essentially useless for
prediction and prevention. Further, it is unclear whether CP3 efforts as actually administered will include
only those risk factors or indicators that DHS claims are supported by empirical data.105

DHS’s Risk Factors and Indicators Cannot Be
Applied Consistently
The problems discussed above are exacerbated by the way in which CP3 programs are implemented.
Social and emotional problems that have only the most tenuous link to violence are treated as causes for
immediate suspicion, and the broad and vague indicators put forward by DHS invite biased judgments
about who is potentially violent.
DHS warns that risk factors and indicators should not be confused in designing violence prevention
programs and distinguishes them in some materials.106 But some of CP3’s TVTP grantees — who may
tailor their own prevention materials — cite DHS guidance in doing just that, merging the distinction
between risk factors (e.g., “increasingly talks of problems at home,” a background factor not directly
linked to violence) and indicators (e.g., issuing a threat of violence) as potential signs of violence. 107 For
example, tables 3 and 4, below, are used by TVTP grantees to instruct bystanders on the signs to look for
in individuals who may be potentially violent.108 Bystanders are encouraged to take steps ranging from
talking to the person of concern to contacting law enforcement, potentially putting a person who is
referred under scrutiny even though these signs have no direct connection to violence.
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TABLE 3

Pathway to Violence: Warning Signs and What You Can Do

Note:
Source:
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TABLE 4

Concerning Behaviors: “What to Consider”

Note:

Source:

Further, the Secret Service’s threat assessment protocols are explicitly referenced as a resource by at least
two TVTP grantees — the Bay Area Urban Areas Security Initiative and the Pennsylvania Commission
on Crime and Delinquency.109 Its guide on threat assessments in schools in particular is likely to be a
common template for more, given its prominence and public availability.110 TVTP procurement
documents gesture to the guide as a resource for grant applicants, noting that NTAC “provides guidance
and training on threat assessment and training” and linking to NTAC’s website, where it is on the front
page.111
The guide lists behaviors that warrant immediate attention (e.g., threatening or engaging in violence,
bringing a weapon to school, bullying or harassing others) as well as those that may not necessarily be
indicative of violence but also warrant some type of intervention (e.g., a marked decline in performance;
increased absenteeism; withdrawal or isolation; sudden or dramatic changes in behavior or appearance;
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drug or alcohol use; erratic, depressive, and other emotional or mental health symptoms). While the guide
purports to distinguish between situations that require immediate action and those that warrant “some”
type of intervention, its own recommendations undermine the distinction. For example, the guide
suggests a progression between a student’s romantic breakup and downstream “concerns about threats
posed to others” in the course of recommending early intervention.112 It makes little sense that counseling
or social support for “substance abuse,” “isolating behavior” or an assortment of other issues that have
nothing to do with violence is channeled through a process designed and overseen by federal law
enforcement agencies that are focused primarily on finding terrorists and mass shooters, not getting help
for people who might be depressed or alcoholic.
DHS materials caution that threats should be identified through a holistic, evidence-based process rather
than a profile of an attacker’s demographics, conditions, or behaviors.113 However, many of the warning
signs are broad (applicable to many people), vague (hard to define), or both. This leaves the door open
for people to refer those who align with their preconceived biases about who may be a terrorist or violent
individual. For example, it is unclear what would count as a “feeling of hopelessness.” A bad reaction to a
breakup or being passed over for a promotion? Malaise caused by the death of a loved one? What is the
relevant frame of time to assess a “severe mood swing”? Would a student interested in the military or
defending a police officer’s decision to shoot a suspect be showing “empathy with individuals committing
violence”?
Even assuming certain signs are easier to identify — for example, substance abuse or repeated violations
of company policies — it is hard to see how a person deciding whether to make a referral can determine
how to weigh their relevance in a particular case, given the millions of people to whom these attributes
apply. Encouraging people to believe their identification of these commonplace characteristics among
individuals at their schools or workplaces could prevent a possible mass killing can be expected to result
in overreporting based on bias, using these risk factors and indicators as justification.
CP3’s framework envisions that, once a person enters the threat assessment process, these factors will be
weighed by “multidisciplinary” teams that include people from “law enforcement, security, mental health,
social services, legal, human resources or administration” who have the expertise to ascertain their
relevance.114 But the set of people conducting a “holistic assessment” on a case-by-case basis still have
broad discretion to apply the same factors and indicators with a tenuous link to violence, as demonstrated
above.115 And they are susceptible to the same biases as the general population, invited by the breadth and
vagueness of DHS’s markers of violence.
In sum, DHS fails to adequately ensure that the distinction between indicators that require immediate
intervention to prevent violence and risk factors that may suggest that someone has problems is properly
implemented. Critically, the discretionary identification and referral model that CP3 promotes invites
subjective determinations and stereotyping to determine who poses a threat.

There Is No Evidence That DHS’s Violence
Prevention Model Works in Practice
DHS and other security agencies have been experimenting with CVE programs for years but have yet to
demonstrate their effectiveness. In fact, the department does not even attempt to show that the model
prevents violence. Instead it relies on administrative metrics (e.g., how many trainings were held) and
measuring changes in attitudes that are not specific to violence but rather found in a large part of the
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population (e.g., reduction in social isolation).116 DHS’s inability to directly measure violence reduction
only underscores the attenuated relationship between risk factors or indicators of violence and the
eventual commission of a mass casualty attack.
Consider, for example, DHS’s evaluation of a University of San Diego CVE grant to implement a
program focused on Somali and Iraqi children from refugee communities aimed at reducing the
“marginalization and isolation of youth” — a theorized risk factor for terrorism. Initiatives within this
grant aimed to better connect children with elders in their community, their non-refugee peers, and police
to help them feel more linked to the broader population. Activities ranged from a “school clean-up day”
to a “series of community–police dialogues.” DHS found the program to be a success based on “pre-post
surveys with the youth, comparison surveys of youth not participating, youth focus groups, and
community focus groups.” These assessments were presented to indicate that young people who
participated felt better connected to the community, which theoretically would reduce their purported
vulnerability to going down the path to violence.117 DHS’s programmatic evaluation also included positive
testimonials from participants. While these kinds of qualitative assessments may help gauge whether
participants enjoyed the program, they do not show that the program reduced the chance that a
participant would go on to commit an act of violence.
DHS also tries to show that its violence prevention initiatives work by providing information that they
were properly administered. For example, the department found one CVE grant a success in building
threat assessment capabilities in two smaller communities, increasing the chance that an individual would
be referred to community services through them.118 It concluded so primarily because information on
how to bolster referrals and threat assessments was disseminated to a diverse range of people in the
targeted communities.119
It is not unreasonable to ask DHS to show that its violence prevention risk factors and indicators, as
administered, are scientifically validated and actually identify threats. The department has been asked to
do so for other threat detection programs. In 2007, DHS began running a program called Screening of
Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT), which sought to use nebulous behavioral indicators to
identify potential security threats at airports. Congress demanded that DHS validate the behaviors that
agents were meant to monitor.
Multiple audits by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) investigated the SPOT program in
depth, examining whether the indicators used by DHS were empirically supported, were consistently
applied, and “reliably and effectively identif[ied] high-risk passengers who may pose a threat.”120 GAO
exhaustively reviewed sources cited by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to back the
behavioral indicators it used in its SPOT program to see if they met accredited research standards. It
found that 28 of TSA’s 36 indicators were not empirically supported, with 98 percent of cited sources
(175/178) failing to provide “valid evidence applicable to the specific indicators that TSA identified them
as supporting.”121
In contrast to the more rigorous examination of the SPOT program’s foundations, reviews of CVE by
GAO have failed to delve into the validity of the metrics identified by DHS or the underlying threat
detection framework. Rather, they have by and large accepted DHS’s conclusions about the scientific
validity of its approach. A February 2021 audit, for example, focused one of its main criticisms on DHS’s
effectiveness determinations because of many grantees’ failure to provide required information.122
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DHS has declared that its “prevention activities are successful and need to be scaled across the
country.”123 But it has not justified these activities by pointing to how accurately they identify threats or
actually prevent violence.

Labeling People as Threats Based on Unproven Signs
Will Undermine DHS’s Violence Prevention Goal
CP3’s prevention activities are built on an edifice of risk factors and indicators whose links to violence are
at best tenuous and at worst nonexistent. As a result, the program undermines the very things it seeks to
achieve: to reduce violence and improve the underlying social conditions that it presents as risk factors.
First, CP3-promoted initiatives will generate a flood of false positives that could misdirect resources away
from the genuine causes of violent activity. Even if the program employed criteria that were both 99
percent specific (for true negatives) and sensitive (for true positives) in detecting individuals at high risk
for violence — far from the case, as demonstrated above — it would still generate an overwhelming rate
of false positives for every correct assessment.
Assume, hypothetically, in a given year that roughly one out of every 100,000 school-age children, or
about 600 people, is a would-be mass shooter.124 This would be a dramatic overcount: Everytown for
Gun Safety, which defines a mass shooting as one in which four or more people are killed, has counted
237 U.S. mass shootings from 2009 through September 23, 2020.125 Of these 600 potential shooters, a
tool that is 99 percent accurate would generate six false negatives, or actual mass shooters who would not
be caught in the dragnet.
Further, an accuracy rate of 99 percent would mean that one out of every 100 people is incorrectly
identified as a shooter. If such a tool were used by the New York City school system, it would identify
about 11,000 potential shooters out of roughly 1.1 million students. In this population, 11 children in
New York’s school system would be expected to be “real” threats — or actual shooters — assuming for
purposes of this scenario that these 600 shooters were distributed evenly nationwide. Trying to
distinguish these 11 real threats from the 10,989 false positives would be a herculean, if not impossible,
task, which could significantly harm those falsely suspected.126
If even a predictive tool with a scientifically unachievable rate of accuracy would be essentially useless for
efforts to counter statistically rare events like terrorism or targeted violence, prevention efforts as actually
implemented will be overwhelmingly counterproductive. The RAND study recognizes the problem of a
high ratio of false positives to true threats, which is all but guaranteed given the unreliable risk factors and
indicators used by DHS’s violence prevention programs. The study notes that such a ratio would
undermine the program’s legitimacy — and, by implication, the legitimacy of the agencies administering it
— given the regularity of individuals being falsely labeled as threats.127 Further, such a ratio would
overload the system with the noise of false positives and actually “increase the risk of successful terrorist
attacks” (italics in the original).128
Indeed, the program is structured to incentivize inflation of national security threats. Entities that receive
funds from CP3 to set up threat assessment teams are required to report how many cases they open
(including “identified risk factor(s),” “behavioral changes,” “extremist ideology,” and “specific
grievance”) as well as the number of referrals they make to outside services. As discussed above, vague
and broad risk factors and indicators of violence — unmoored inquiries into whether a person has a
grievance or is experiencing “behavioral changes,” for example — mean that grantees are likely to assess
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less serious or irrelevant incidents such as schoolyard fights, interpersonal conflicts, or social issues as
potential national security or public safety threats.129
There is documented precedent for grantees elevating garden-variety problems. For example, the World
Organization for Resource Development and Education — a CVE grantee based in Montgomery
County, Maryland — cited in its application for federal funds a “young Afghan male” who had become
withdrawn and stopped going to school because he was “severely homesick” as someone who was
successfully identified as “at risk for violent extremism.”130 In another case, an individual running the
Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority’s federally funded CVE program noted as a success story
for replication a case in which local law enforcement intervened with an “economically disadvantaged
immigrant” student who was “having a hard time” at school to find him a mentor because the FBI said
he was a possible terrorist recruitment target.131
These stories further underscore that many of the risk factors that DHS seeks to address through CP3 are
fairly common social and economic problems, such as being socially isolated, unemployed, or having
difficulty learning. As a consequence, CP3’s prevention programs cast suspicion on people impacted by
adverse social and economic conditions beyond their control, potentially reducing their willingness to get
needed help or participate in beneficial social programs and thereby undermining the effectiveness of
some of the very efforts it funds.
Take, for example, the $749,995 TVTP grant to Boston Children’s Hospital. Certain funds from this
grant are intended to “increase social belongingness among adolescents.” Specifically, one program
involves expanding an “inter-ethnic youth advisory board” designed to bring together “diverse youth” of
various backgrounds. The goals of the youth advisory board include “increasing sense of belonging,
enhancing inter-ethnic group understanding, developing leadership and advocacy skills, and promoting
civic engagement” among participants.132 The theory behind this initiative is that children better integrated
into their community are less likely to experience supposed risk factors for violence, such as social
alienation, that would make turning to violence more appealing. There is little evidence to support this
theory. But more to the point, as a security agency, DHS has no expertise in evaluating which programs
are best suited to fostering more integrated relationships. And the involvement of law enforcement in
such social programs can actually discourage participation. Parents may generally be keen for their
children to participate in programs that will help them meet new people and improve their leadership
skills. However, they may reasonably be leery of a program funded by a security agency that has an
explicit focus on preventing youth extremism, which could include assessing participants as potential
violent criminals and terrorists.133
Similarly, students may be less likely to turn to a counselor or teacher for help with a breakup or
substance abuse if they know that consultation might be used to discern whether they are a threat and
shared with the police. For example, part of the $830,242 Bay Area Urban Areas Security Initiative
(UASI) TVTP grant is being used to “enhance capabilities for high school staff to identify individuals
mobilizing and radicalizing to violence and develop reporting instructions within the Bay Area threat
assessment network.”134 Indeed, UASI intends to use NTAC warning signs (some of which are described
above) to structure threat assessment teams with support from the Northern California Regional
Intelligence Center law enforcement fusion center.135
In sum, CP3’s violence prevention frameworks encourage the routine flagging of people who are not
actually threats, generating false positives that undermine its public safety goals. Further, the program
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treats social issues through a law enforcement lens, undermining the ability of those with expertise in
health care, education, or social work to help address those very social conditions effectively. 136

DHS’s Violence Prevention Activities
Impose Significant Harm
CP3’s violence prevention initiatives co-opt members of the community to identify individuals who have
not broken the law but are deemed at risk of committing violence in the future based on unreliable
indicators. As DHS documents state explicitly, this permits its proxies to function in a space where “law
enforcement or intelligence cannot operate because of constitutionally based civil rights and liberties.”137
The following section describes three main categories of harms stemming from such an approach.
First, historically marginalized communities and individuals will disproportionately feel the burden of
vague and broad indicators of violence that are prone to channeling bias. Second, CP3’s blending of law
enforcement with social services undermines both functions and raises serious privacy and due process
concerns. Third, CP3’s prevention activities are likely to chill constitutionally protected expression and
stigmatize those improperly flagged as threats.

Disparate Impacts
CVE was widely criticized for focusing almost entirely on Muslim communities.138 In response to this
criticism,139 DHS formally broadened its aperture, as now administered by CP3.140 However, DHS’s risk
factors and indicators have two features that make them especially susceptible to arbitrary and
discriminatory enforcement. They are vague and they are broad, designating commonly occurring
behaviors as worthy of suspicion, as discussed in the section above and illustrated in tables 3 and 4.
This risk of arbitrary and discretionary enforcement is a well-recognized feature of vague standards of
conduct. For example, vague criminal statutes violate the U.S. Constitution’s due process clause because
they give authorities too much latitude to selectively enforce them and do not make clear to the public
what activity is banned.141 Displaying one or more indicators is not a criminal offense, but a person
showing some combination of vague and commonly occurring markers such as “severe mood swings,”
“feelings of hopelessness,” or “isolating behavior” can be flagged by a DHS-trained bystander as being at
risk for committing mass violence and referred to law enforcement or required to follow an intervention
plan.
A similar concern applies to commonly occurring conduct, even if a standard is not a subjective one (e.g.,
“substance abuse”). For example, many traffic violations, like exceeding the speed limit, are both easy to
identify and extremely common. But police enforcement of these violations often disproportionately
focuses on minorities, leading to the phenomenon mordantly referred to as “driving while Black.” 142
DHS’s prevention programs practically invite profiling. Those tasked to be on the lookout for suspicious
behavior will be influenced by individual and societal biases when they are judging people according to
DHS’s vague and/or commonly occurring indicators. The general public, teachers, mental health
providers, police, and college students are all susceptible to racial biases that bear on how threatening they
may perceive a person to be.143
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Take, for example, the aforementioned NTAC guide for threat assessments in schools, a core document
recommended by the program.144 The guide lists mental health symptoms as warranting intervention, but
these can be interpreted very differently for different races. As researchers investigating disparate
treatment in mental health diagnoses explained:145
Consider, for example, a black man who has grown up in a society where men and boys of color
are disproportionately targeted by law enforcement. His vigilance in everyday life might be
perceived as a natural consequence of racial profiling by one provider, whereas that same
behavior might be interpreted as paranoia related to schizophrenia by another.
Mental health is not predictive of violence.146 Still, this scenario is an example of a situation in which an
observer may judge a person to be a potential threat on the basis of racial or religious biases, using as
justification vague indicators (e.g., “behavior typical of paranoia”) that are already over-attributed to
certain populations.147 It is well documented that bias can infect specialized judgments of trained
professionals.148 It is even likelier that bias will influence the decisions of randomly selected community
members participating in CP3 programs utilizing the broad spectrum of DHS-sanctioned indicators.
Many CP3 prevention programs focus on young people. These risk channeling children into school
disciplinary mechanisms that are already known to produce disparate outcomes. Bay Area UASI (a 2020
TVTP grantee), for example, has been given funds to train staff at 55 high schools to spot students
displaying unspecified behaviors or factors that indicate they are radicalizing or moving toward
committing violence.149 The Secret Service guidance that CP3’s grantees implement emphasizes that “the
threshold for intervention should be relatively low.”150 It also recommends that “robust interventions” be
employed on “students assessed as posing any level of risk to themselves or others.”151 In other words,
these materials encourage overreporting, even when an observer is only mildly suspicious that something
is wrong.
The burden of these programs will almost certainly be felt disproportionately by certain students. It is
already well established that students of color are punished more often, and more severely, than white
students, beginning in preschool and continuing through high school.152 Children with disabilities,
especially those who are also students of color, are punished the most severely.153 Muslim children have
also reported comparatively high rates of bullying and discrimination due to their religion.154 School
discipline often leads to arrests for children who are Black, Hispanic, or Native American.155 This has led
to the “school to prison pipeline,” which feeds children of color with disciplinary issues into the criminal
justice system and contributes to mass incarceration.156 Unsurprisingly, studies show that reforms that
bring police more directly into schools — such as increasing the number of officers on school grounds
— correlate with lower graduation and college enrollment rates and lower test scores for students of
color.157 These measures are also likely to make them feel less safe, not more.158
In sum, in a society that is affected by racism at every level — from police to schools — the vagueness of
the DHS’s indicators will lead to discrimination. People with disabilities and mental illness are also likely
be disproportionately flagged as potential threats. Violence prevention is a worthy goal, but frameworks
like CP3’s that incentivize referrals to police based on vague and specious criteria are likely to target the
marginalized.
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Information Dissemination: Privacy and
Due Process Concerns
Despite its claims, CP3 does not advance “community-led” violence prevention programs. Rather, these
programs are in large part run by law enforcement. CP3 is run out of DHS and supported by the DOJ. At
least 13 of the fiscal year 2020 29 grants go directly to police or state public safety agencies. And at least 7
more support projects in which law enforcement is explicitly a core participant or that foster links
between civil institutions and law enforcement (see appendix). Indeed, as mentioned above, “affiliation
with or support for law enforcement” was a criterion undisclosed to grantees under the CVE program
from which CP3 evolved.159
DHS disavows any intelligence-gathering or surveillance component in the TVTP grant program.160 It
formally bars grantees from transmitting “PII [Personally Identifiable Information] of program
participants to DHS.”161 Nonetheless, it sets up grantees to collect and distribute information between
and across levels of government.
First, TVTP grantees must keep detailed records and are encouraged to share them, though anonymously
if through the grant program.162 Those receiving funds to set up threat assessment teams must, for
example, report to DHS as a “required performance measure” the “number of cases opened, broken
down by ideology/targeted violence/risk factor.”163 Running the threat assessment process demands
meticulously compiling reams of documentation and information about the subject’s behaviors and
circumstances, social media posts, academic and disciplinary records, and so on.164 While grantees cannot
share personally identifiable information collected as part of reporting on their grants to DHS, there are
few other limits to their sharing of information with DHS and other law enforcement or state agencies.
Indeed, DHS explicitly envisions better collaboration between its intelligence arm and “federally
supported local prevention programs” to exchange information on trends linked to people committing
violence and to “develop domestic terrorism indicators” — implying that, at least to some degree,
information provided by CP3 sources will be used to inform counterterrorism operations.165 This is
particularly problematic given that the risk factors promoted by DHS are ubiquitous rather than specific
to violent actors.
In fact, DHS promotes such an infrastructure, emphasizing the importance of breaking down arm’slength relationships.166 For example, 2020 TVTP grantee Bay Area UASI will use federal funds to create a
“virtual data sharing service that enables school threat assessment teams across the Bay Area to access
data from behavioral/mental health, child welfare, and juvenile probation . . . [to] enable threat
assessment teams to conduct more thorough risk assessments of high school students and implement
early interventions before an escalation to targeted violence.”
Second, CP3 explicitly uses the TVTP grant program to fund the sharing of information with state and
local law enforcement. A major mechanism for accomplishing this is fusion centers, which are
partnerships between local and federal governments and the private sector to share intelligence on threats
to public safety so that law enforcement has the whole picture and can “connect the dots.” However, as a
scathing Senate report has documented, fusion centers have not contributed meaningfully to
counterterrorism efforts, instead producing reams of low-quality information and labeling Muslim
Americans engaging in innocuous activities, such as voter registration, as potential threats.167 Most
recently, fusion centers have been caught monitoring racial justice organizers and protests.168 One TVTP
grant allocates $184,981 to Case Western Reserve University to, among other things, work with a fusion
center “to provide training to identify and report violent extremism.”169 A $43,400 grant to the
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Philadelphia Police Department goes for “training and outreach with . . . Fusion Liaison Officers to
identify violent extremism indicators as well as behavioral indicators of targeted violence.” 170 And the
Northern California Regional Intelligence Center — which wrote in support of the Bay Area UASI’s
$830,242 grant — provides, among other things, threat assessment services and “cross-agency and crossjurisdictional data sharing” to help investigations.171
Recent state-level threat assessment initiatives illustrate the perils of information sharing through a threat
assessment infrastructure. Last year, for example, based on a recommendation from the public safety
commission reviewing the circumstances surrounding the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland, Florida, the state rolled out a database containing “pieces of information from school
districts, police, mental health agencies, child welfare services,” in addition to children’s social media
posts, with the stated goal of making it easier to connect the dots to prevent school shootings. 172
Cataloging the use of social services or experiences of bullying as evidence that a person might be a
security threat is likely to discourage the use of such services or the reporting of abuse when needed or
appropriate.173 As advocates opposing the Parkland database wrote:174
We also believe that if the state collects and stores some of this information, many students and
their families will be deterred from seeking the services they need in school. Students who are
homeless or in the foster care system, or those who have mental health disabilities, may limit the
services they use out of concern that the state may use the information to flag them as potential
threats. Likewise, students who are bullied because they are LGBT, have a disability, or have a
minority religious affiliation may choose not to report the abuse to their schools if they fear the
schools will respond by identifying them as threats. This could create a perverse incentive, leading
students to avoid reporting serious or life-threatening behavior because they don’t want to be
labeled as a potential school shooter.
Moreover, setting up such databases raises questions about how information and related analysis will be
used — implicating serious due process issues. For example, if a threat assessment team makes a wrong
determination that is retained in a person’s files, could that determination be used against the individual if
he or she applies for a state-provided benefit or license?175 How about in connection with a federal
immigration adjudication? Could it be a factor in state college admissions? And could it be challenged?
Essentially, a threat assessment team’s analysis of a person’s case is not subject to a balanced process,
adjudicated by a neutral arbiter, or challengeable in court. It may follow the subject around and be the
source of adverse consequences, with little recourse for the person affected. Indeed, recently a Florida
sheriff used information from a school district and the state’s Department of Children and Families to
flag kids as “at risk of becoming criminals” based on vague and biased criteria such as whether they were
the subject of a custody dispute, had “low intelligence,” or came from a “broken home.” 176 Similar efforts
in the same county led to people being monitored and harassed because they were flagged as “likely to
break the law.”177
Federal statutory protections for health and student records do not provide much reassurance. They
contain broad exceptions and do not always permit people to sue to enforce their rights.178 And in
practice, they may not be complied with due to their complexity and the secrecy under which these
programs operate.179 For example, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) has
been interpreted by CVE grantees — without formal interpretive guidance — to permit reporting of
personal information to law enforcement when they believe that there is an “imminent threat” to health
or safety or a threat to “national security.”180 At the time of this report’s publication, the Department of
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Health and Human Services is considering a rule that would make it easier to disclose information to the
police under HIPAA by removing the imminence requirement from the former exception.181 The Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) does not bar the use of student educational records without
consent for threat assessments — even by non-school employees.182 FERPA also contains significant
exceptions for health and safety when there is an “articulable and significant threat,” which the
Department of Education calls a “flexible standard” that is deferential to school administrators. 183
Federal law enforcement has previously colored outside the lines when it comes to maintaining a wall
between law enforcement and social service functions, even if the two are formally or legally supposed to
be separated. For example, a CVE program that DHS said was not an intelligence-gathering program was
found to have shared information with the FBI and police.184 There, the head of the Illinois Criminal
Justice Information Authority’s Targeted Violence Prevention Program coordinated with the FBI and the
Chicago Police Department to conduct interventions with supposedly at-risk individuals, at least in one
known case involving a student.185 Indeed, the FBI has long sought to become involved in breaking down
barriers between community services and law enforcement, including through proposed “Shared
Responsibility Committees.” While working on CVE at the FBI, Brian Murphy, who until recently
headed DHS’s Intelligence and Analysis Unit, reportedly “wanted to tap coaches, therapists, social
workers and religious leaders in several cities to help steer people under the sway of Islamic extremism
away from a potentially violent future” through arrangements that would allow the FBI to track these
individuals in the future.186
In sum, CP3 programs encourage the dissemination of personal information — quite overtly, and in the
absence of robust and enforceable legal safeguards. This dissemination of personal information raises
serious concerns of privacy and due process, particularly given the breadth of threat assessments and the
lack of concrete standards guiding their administration.

Free Expression and Stigma
The terrorism prevention part of CP3 initiatives is built on the flawed theory of radicalization, under
which a person’s ideological views are relevant to predicting whether he or she may become violent.187 As
administered, CP3 programs enable the labeling of people as potential mass attackers because of their
political views or religious practices or even their personal quirks. The program stifles the freedoms of
speech, expression, and religion, which the First Amendment protects.
The NIJ study synthesis — which was provided to TVTP grant applicants as a resource on which to rely
in designing their prevention programs — identifies a “deep commitment to extremist ideology” as a risk
factor for committing terrorism.188 But even leaving aside the issue of whether a person’s adherence to an
“extreme” ideology is predictive of violence, DHS’s indicators are likely to open the door for scrutiny of a
wide range of political views. A March 2021 intelligence report by DHS’s Office of Intelligence and
Analysis, for example, noted an intent to improve collaboration with local prevention officers to share
intelligence trends on who might be susceptible to radicalization and to better link ideological motives
with attacks and plots.189 The goal, in part, is to “strengthen efforts to develop domestic terrorism
indicators.”190 The report sweeps broadly when describing viewpoints potentially linked to violence. For
example:191
Perceptions of government overreach associated with COVID-19 mitigation measures were
associated with several high-profile DVE [domestic violent extremist] threats against government
officials, including a militia violent extremist plot to kidnap the Governor of Michigan in October
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2020, judging from media reporting. These grievances — in addition to historical drivers related
to real or perceived firearms regulations, immigration reform, and partisan issues — probably will
endure and could increase through 2021 as perceptions that potentially expanded efforts to
contain COVID-19 represent renewed threats of government overreach.
Debates over government policy — such as gun control or immigration reform — are, of course,
essential to a healthy democracy. If DHS is going to develop indicators of violence that are linked to
views on “government overreach” or a range of “partisan issues,” it will stifle political dissent and impede
holding elected officials accountable. CP3 follows the path of CVE. Within the past decade, indicators of
terrorism used in CVE programs have included items such as “low trust in institutions and law
enforcement,” “concerns about anti-Muslim discrimination,” “foreign policy concerns relating to U.S.
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, Israel’s treatment of Palestinians and others,” or “political grievances
[such as] human rights abuses, lack of political rights and civil liberties, corruption, conflict and foreign
occupation.”192
Even if DHS intends to focus on viewpoints that it considers “extreme,” “radical,” or linked to violence,
it has not specified how it intends to narrow the frame. Regardless, there is no support for the
proposition that the adoption of “extreme” views precedes the commission of violence — nor is it the
job of a security agency to define what such terms mean.193 Frameworks delegitimizing “radical” thought
by linking it to violence or “concerning” behaviors are susceptible to political wrangling and will
eventually be trained at those who are out of the mainstream or who are engaged in activism challenging
state power rather than on those who are actually committing violence.
Under the Biden administration, DHS intends to take aim at violent white supremacy, but just last year
the Trump administration downplayed far-right violence in the course of attempting to focus federal
security agencies on left-wing activism.194 Further, federal law enforcement has a long history of targeting
civil rights activists, such as Martin Luther King Jr.195 In recent years it has characterized “Black Identity
Extremism” — or anti-police-brutality activism — as a potential national security threat.196 Other
contemporary examples of authorities treating political dissent as terrorism include the targeting of
environmental activists engaged in nonviolent protests.197 Indeed, the very ideas that were once labeled
“radical” because they “challenge[d] the existing social and political orthodoxy” are now recognized to
have driven valuable social progress, whether with respect to women’s suffrage, the 40-hour work week,
or the fight for racial equality.198
Some materials put forth by CP3’s grantees at least recognize these issues, to varying degrees. For
example, 2020 TVTP grantee the National Governors Association’s “Preventing Targeted Violence” road
map notes that it will use the term “preventing targeted violence” (PTV) “to refer to a new approach
focused on preventing violence rather than potential motivations.” The document recognizes “the
potential for targeting constitutionally protected ideologies or beliefs,” recommending, for instance, that a
state’s stakeholder engagement efforts should clarify that PTV departs from past CVE programs because
it does not target ideology or religion alone.199 Tacitly, however, the presence of these warnings indicates
that there is a real risk that a person’s views or religion will be used to flag him or her as a threat —
particularly given that the breadth and vagueness of other risk factors and indicators make it easy enough
to find another observable criterion that can be used as justification.
Similarly, the Utah Department of Public Safety (DPS), a 2020 TVTP grantee, links to a “First
Responder’s Toolbox” that notes, “Some activities may be constitutionally protected and may be
insignificant on their own but when observed with other suspicious behaviors, may constitute a basis for
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reporting.”200 The document does not specify what behaviors are “suspicious,” but Utah DPS cites
guidance on “warning signs” discussed earlier in this report. These signs, such as “increasingly talks of
problems at home” or “behavior typical of paranoia,” are so vague and decoupled from violence as to be
a meaningless limitation on reporting political or expressive activity.201
As discussed above, CP3’s prevention programs employ indicators (e.g., “concerning behaviors” or
“inappropriate interest” in violent topics) that are broad enough to profile people on the basis of a
preconceived notion of how a school shooter or terrorist would behave.202 Whether or not such a profile
explicitly incorporates religion or politics, labeling people as threats for not conforming to prevailing
societal norms inhibits their freedom to express themselves and — particularly if they are children — to
grow as a person. For example, in one recent case, a student had to drop out of school after he was the
subject of surveillance, repeated random searches, and a police investigation, because he fit a profile of a
school shooter. He apparently enjoyed wearing a trench coat, liked to make knives in his blacksmithing
class after school, and played violent video games, and a librarian had misheard a conversation among
children expressing concern he was a “shooter.”203 His behavior was not overtly threatening, nor was he
given a timely opportunity to challenge the reasons he had been flagged. The fact that he was a child on
the autism spectrum and had an eccentric set of interests was enough to subject him to such scrutiny that
he had to leave school.
Finally, being perceived or flagged as a threat carries a harmful stigma. This is often for nothing more
than being out of the mainstream or being a member of a disadvantaged or minority community. Such a
flag may also be followed by social, professional, or academic consequences for an affected individual,
even if criminal charges are not tenable or appropriate.204
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The Path Forward: Community Investment,
Not Criminalization
This report finds that CP3’s prevention initiatives seek to recast social problems as security threats,
tasking security agencies with overseeing the provision of essential social goods such as education, public
health, and social services. This expansion of law enforcement goes against the grain of police reform
movements, which aim to prevent the criminalization of mental health and adverse socioeconomic
circumstances by reducing the role of police in areas that are better handled by people with the relevant
expertise — and who are focused on solving social problems rather than catching violent criminals.
Instead, CP3 contributes to an infrastructure that extends the reach of law enforcement, framing a
person’s mental health, social, and economic situations as relevant to their propensity for violence.205 It
also directly engages law enforcement, or trains members of the public, to detect vague and unproven
warning signs of violence, broadening the swath of people over whom the net of criminal suspicion may
be cast.206
This report recommends that responses to the problems CP3-promoted programs often identify as
threats to national security — a lack of economic opportunity or the need for mental health treatment,
for example — be divorced from a security framework, untethered from law enforcement, led by
institutions with the relevant expertise and outlook, and allocated on the basis of community needs rather
than a perceived risk of terrorism. To that end, the Brennan Center suggests the following principles to
guide reform:
De-securitize Community Investment
Communities around the United States should not need to sign up for a counterterrorism program to get
resources for their schools, universities, places of worship, or social institutions. Indeed, the very “risk
factors” that CP3 intends to identify and remedy via security agency investments — unemployment,
psychological issues, abusive relationships, and so on — are appropriately the purview of professionals
and services outside law enforcement. Government commitments should directly address these as social
problems rather than treat those experiencing them as potential violent criminals, and should wall off
programs addressing social ills from law enforcement across levels of government.207
In the educational setting, for example, the Counseling Not Criminalization in Schools Act (H.R. 7848 |
S. 4360), first introduced in July 2020 by Sens. Chris Murphy (D-CT) and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) and
Reps. Ayanna Pressley (D-MA) and Ilhan Omar (D-MN), is a model for what a federal social program to
ameliorate health and opportunity deficits without involving law enforcement could look like.208 It would
establish a $2.5 billion federal grant program for districts looking to replace law enforcement in their
schools with social service providers like counselors, social workers, and nurses; promote social worker–
led interventions and restorative justice methods; and bar the use of funds to implement surveillance
programs or facilitate cooperation with law enforcement. In a similar vein, certain generally tailored
programs promoted by CP3 — for example, those that provide youth with support services or education
— are socially valuable but have little proven counterterrorism value.209 These should be run out of
institutions with the relevant expertise, like the Department of Education or Health and Human Services,
and with appropriate safeguards for civil rights and liberties, including explicit legal bars on information
sharing with law enforcement and security agencies, as well as mandatory reviews to ensure compliance.
Doing so would mitigate perceived concerns that such programs are a Trojan horse for government
surveillance and reduce any stigma associated with participating in them.
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Shift Focus from Identifying Potential Violent Actors to Solving Social
Problems
Like elements of CP3 programs, violence prevention programs spearheaded by public health or social
service agencies that address more frequently occurring kinds of violence than terrorism — such as youth
violence or sexual violence — aim to reduce identified risk factors (e.g., alcohol and drug use) and
incorporate protective ones (e.g., academic achievement).210 These programs seek to reduce violence by
addressing underlying social conditions associated with it. But they are not run out of security agencies,
nor are they aimed at identifying individual potential offenders and referring them to law enforcement.
They are instead focused on education and generally targeted environmental improvements (e.g.,
promoting healthy sexuality) in a manner that actually emphasizes prevention, not potential penalization.
Build Community Confidence in Law Enforcement
The cornerstone of DHS’s CP3 initiatives is that trust in government — and especially in law
enforcement — makes communities safer. DHS has been at the center of conflict in Washington, D.C.,
as it has implemented policies that have stifled dissent, targeted immigrants, and invited censure as human
rights abuses in violation of both domestic and international law.211 As some activists have called to
abolish the department, there is debate ongoing on how to restructure it or rein in its authority.212 More
broadly, the past year has seen a movement protesting racism and police brutality that has occupied a
central place in political discourse. As the study DHS drew from to arrive at CP3 itself suggested, the
department should “recognize and proactively manage effects that other DHS and federal programs can
have on community trust,” citing immigration enforcement and the lack of redress for DHS-perpetrated
mistreatment as sources of mistrust.213 Before moving forward with CP3 or any other terrorism
prevention campaign predicated on community outreach, DHS and other federal law enforcement
agencies should, at a minimum, be meaningfully held accountable for such abuses and restructured in a
manner that facilitates transparency and oversight and incorporates robust safeguards for civil rights and
liberties, especially for marginalized communities.214
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Conclusion
President Joe Biden has made it clear that he intends to mount a robust response to far-right violence. In
responding to this serious threat, the administration must use empirically sound approaches rather than
give in to the paradigms that drove much of the war on terror and led to devastating consequences for
American Muslims and members of historically marginalized communities. CP3 is a child of the war on
terror. There is little proof of its effectiveness and plenty of evidence that it will target the same
communities that bear the brunt of far-right violence. It should be jettisoned in favor of an approach that
prioritizes community investment rather than criminalization.
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Appendix: Fiscal Year 2020 Targeted Violence
and Terrorism Prevention Grants
Below follows what is publicly known about the fiscal year 2020 Targeted Violence and Terrorism
Prevention (TVTP) grants now administered by DHS’s Center for Prevention Programs and Partnerships
(CP3). As outlined in part I of the report, these initiatives generally fall into four broad categories: 1)
initiatives that directly equip localities to identify people who may commit violence and manage the risk
they are determined to pose; 2) social programs such as extracurricular activities for children to reduce
supposed risk factors for violence; 3) initiatives to reduce the impact of extremist messaging, generally
online; and 4) programs aimed at people who have already been convicted of violent crimes or terrorismrelated offenses to reduce their risk of radicalization within prison or after they leave it. A few grants do
not clearly fit into any of these categories (for example, the National Governors Association’s Center for
Best Practices grant), while others are difficult to classify because available information does not make clear
the scope of funded activities (for example, how people are chosen for participation in the Simon
Wiesenthal Center’s program is ambiguous, and this bears on whether it fits into Category 2 in addition to
Category 4).
At a minimum, however, it is evident that in fiscal year 2020 DHS focused on funding efforts connected
to law enforcement: 13 out of 29 grants fund law enforcement or public safety entities directly, and another
7 grants have some relationship to law enforcement (for example, the grantee lists the FBI as a partner
organization or is getting money to establish a threat assessment team involving law enforcement). 215
Further, the department has been eager to fund activities in Category 1, which 20 grants clearly effectuate;
these largely (but do not completely) overlap with the grants related to law enforcement. 216 Access to
grantees’ applications for TVTP funds would provide a more precise and holistic picture of their proposed
prevention efforts, but DHS has not publicly disclosed these applications.217
Grantee: Boston Children’s Hospital
Amount: $749,995
DHS Description: Boston Children’s Hospital will develop the Massachusetts Area Prevention (MAP)
framework that will target the reduction of mental health problems and increase the social belongingness
among adolescents through a multipronged, evidence-informed, and community-based program. This
proposal builds on the trauma and resilience work currently based out of Boston Children’s Hospital and
on the existing capacity of the MassBay Threat Assessment Team.
Additional Details: This grant funds a range of violence prevention efforts that are spearheaded by the
Boston Children’s Hospital’s Trauma and Community Resilience Center (TCRC), with a clear focus on
Muslim refugee and immigrant youth.218 For example, Boston Children’s Hospital uses grant funds to run
programs to “reduce mental health problems and increase social belongingness among adolescents,”
under the theory that children better integrated into their community are less likely to experience posited
risk factors for terrorism such as social alienation. One such program is designed to bring together
“diverse youth” of various backgrounds, with the goal of helping them get along and be more engaged
citizens. The grant also funds a team with police, religious leaders, mental health practitioners, educators,
and others that connects children identified as potentially violent to “supportive community-based
services.” Research done by TCRC to ground its approach describes cases that involve both community
and law enforcement referrals, with cooperation between service providers and police in the course of
managing a given case. 219 Federal law enforcement is close at hand: The grant builds on the “[statewide]
MassBay Threat Assessment team,” for example, which brings together the Boston FBI Joint Terrorism
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Task Force and the U.S. Attorney’s Office as well as state social service agencies to off-ramp people
identified as “at risk for radicalization to violence.” The development of the MassBay Threat Assessment
Team is additionally funded by a complementary grant from the Department of Justice (DOJ).
Grantee: Bay Area Urban Area Security Initiative
Amount: $830,242
DHS Description: The Bay Area Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) proposes a multi-faceted
approach to prevent targeted violence in schools and houses of worship in the 12 counties and three
major cities that comprise the Bay Area UASI. The project follows a building-block approach, is a blend
of in-person and online training, organizational enhancements, and technologies meant to standardize
threat assessments to prevent targeted violence and enhance the resiliency of 55 high schools and 100
houses of worship.
Additional Details: The Bay Area UASI secures DHS grant funds and distributes them to schools and
houses of worship across the Bay Area to shore up prevention capabilities. The grant funds a range of
projects, including: 220
Training for staff at schools or houses of worship on how to identify people who might be preparing
to commit violence, including through their unspecified “nonverbal behavior,” and report them to
the Bay Area threat assessment network.
Expanding technologies that help share information about an “at risk student’s education,
behavior/mental health, child welfare, and juvenile probation concerns” for threat assessment teams
— with law enforcement involvement — across the Bay Area.
A program that identifies student leaders and trains them on how to recognize supposed warning
signs of violence, how to approach at-risk students and the resources available to assist them. 221
Training for students on media literacy and online critical thinking to make them less susceptible to
propaganda or misinformation.
Grantee: Chatham County, GA
Amount: $430,000
DHS Description: Chatham County will establish a coordinated Homeland Security Program inclusive
of a county-wide multi-disciplinary threat assessment and management network which will utilize
standardized protocols regarding violent crime, increase awareness and competencies through multijurisdictional training sessions, and increase community-based efforts and awareness to encourage
reporting threats.
Additional Details: According to local media coverage, funds from this grant are for the Chatham
County Police Department.222 In addition to going toward threat assessment teams to examine people
who are identified as potential perpetrators of mass violence, the money will be spent to improve “alert
systems,” presumably of possible threats, throughout schools in the county. It will also be spent to hire a
person to coordinate these efforts between the police department, sheriff’s office, relevant law
enforcement agencies, public schools, and other stakeholders. (Notably, though ostensibly unrelated to
this grant, Secret Service agents presented their threat assessment model to 52 principals of Chatham
County schools in August 2019.)223
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Grantee: County of Bexar, TX
Amount: $175,613
DHS Description: The Bexar County Sheriff’s Office plans to implement a local prevention framework
that focuses on community engagement with law enforcement to enhance resilience to individuals
mobilizing to violence. The Sheriff’s Office will also enhance trainings for service providers, other law
enforcement agencies, and the general public in identifying individuals with risk factors for targeted
violence and increase outreach efforts to enhance protective factors for local youth, utilizing partnerships
with local service providers.
Additional Details: Most notably, the description suggests that the grant will be used by the Sheriff’s
Office to spearhead outreach to everyone from the general public to social service providers to police in
order to encourage them to recognize and report individuals who are displaying posited signs or risk
factors of violence. Local media coverage further describes an FBI-promoted “Threat Assessment
Group” in Bexar County including mental health providers, school officials, as well as local, state, and
federal law enforcement that meets thrice weekly to “share information and evaluate possible threats,”
considering everything from social media posts to sources of data available to organizations represented
by individual group members.224 The effort, supported by a DOJ grant, likely works in conjunction with
the TVTP-funded programs as a hub to evaluate people who are flagged as potential threats.
Grantee: Hawaii Department of Defense
Amount: $302,169
DHS Description: The Hawaii Department of Defense proposes to expand Threat Team Oahu (TTO),
a collaborative platform developed in 2017 that assesses risks of targeted violence. The TTO analyzes the
unique factors in each case, and accesses and leverages an effective combination of multidisciplinary
capabilities to address and mitigate the potential for targeted violence. The threat assessment team funded
by this initiative will continue to expand TTO to the neighboring islands, bringing together the
collaborative efforts of law enforcement, mental health, and human services professionals to address the
threat of violence in communities.
Additional Details: TTO brings together the FBI, local police, Hawaii State Fusion Center, as well as
representatives from Hawaii’s health department. The group’s goal is to advise on the risk posed by
people who are identified by community groups as potential threats, and to help decide what to do with
them.225 TTO likely leverages information streams from a range of law enforcement, public and private
sources – in particular, through the fusion center – in service of these assessments.226
Grantee: Kentucky Office of Homeland Security
Amount: $250,000
DHS Description: The Kentucky Office of Homeland Security will enhance two existing
counterterrorism and public safety trainings with existing TVTP training made available by DHS, the Law
Enforcement Awareness briefing (LAB) and Bystander Training. Training audiences include first
responders; school safety personnel; and middle school, high school, and college students who will
receive the information alongside information about their school safety tip line.
Additional Details: This grant promotes teaching for people to spot and report signs that TVTP
presents as indicative that a person may commit violence. According to the Kentucky Office of
Homeland Security 2020 Annual Report, grant funds will be used to emphasize a “TVTP curriculum” for
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training Intelligence Liaison Officers, who are designated points of contact for a fusion center across a
range of venues from law enforcement to public health to education to other state agencies and private
organizations.227 Consistent with the DHS description, the Annual Report says the office intends to
“expand the training to include school staff and students.”228
Grantee: Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency
Amount: $527,547
DHS Description: The Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency (PCCD) proposes to
advance threat assessment and management practices and increase awareness and utilization of bystander
trainings and hotlines within Southwestern Pennsylvania through a comprehensive pilot program. The
panel noted the strong program design of the regional threat assessment hub approach and the strong
support from various state offices.
Additional Details: Though DHS’s description suggests that money will be used to train people to
identify and refer people displaying posited signs of violence as well as bolster threat assessment teams,
the details of precisely how the grant funds will be used are not readily apparent from the PCCD’s
website. The PCCD — which is led by Philadelphia’s former chief of police — notes in general terms
that it is focused on strengthening the links between law enforcement and social service providers and the
community, including to “enhance law enforcement” and “provide technological and information-sharing
tools.”229 There is a page for “threat assessment” under the PCCD’s “School Safety and Security” landing
page. The page indicates all “school entities” in Pennsylvania are statutorily required to have threat
assessment teams. It provides a model threat assessment program for Pennsylvania schools adapted from
the U.S. Secret Service’s operational guide (Enhancing School Safety Using a Threat Assessment Model: An
Operational Guide for Preventing Targeted School Violence, discussed in this report) and Virginia’s model policies
(Threat Assessment in Virginia Public Schools: Model Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines, Second Edition).230 Notably,
in October 2019, PCCD received $777, 282 through the DOJ’s Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA)
Student, Teachers, and Officers Preventing (STOP) School Violence Threat Assessment Grant Program,
indicating that federal funding to PCCD for school threat assessments could primarily flow through
channels other than TVTP.231
Grantee: Simon Wiesenthal Center
Amount: $225,692
DHS Description: The Simon Wiesenthal Center — Museum of Tolerance proposes to expand an
existing program for individuals who have committed a hate/extremist crime or have risk factors for
targeted violence and terrorism. The proposal includes private facilitated museum experiences, meetings
with “credible messengers,” and goal setting and facilitation and coaching with reintegration
professionals.
Additional Details: DHS’s description does not make clear precisely how individuals are chosen for
referral to the Wiesenthal Center – for example, whether referrals from the criminal justice system legally
mandate participation in the program, or if a person may participate solely because they are labeled highrisk by a threat assessment or other mechanism prior to having engaged in criminal activity. Nor is it clear
what counts as a successful intervention, and the degree to which law enforcement is involved in
monitoring a participant’s progress. The center has, however, come under criticism for staking out
politically charged views on the Israel/Palestine conflict; notably, it listed as a “Top 10 Worst Global
Anti-Semitic and Anti-Israel Incident” comments made by Reps. Rashida Tlaib and Ilhan Omar
supporting boycotts against Israel for human rights abuses.232
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Grantee: Citizens Crime Commission of New York City
Amount: $741,878
DHS Description: The Citizens Crime Commission is a nonprofit organization that started out in the
field of “extremism prevention” through its participation in a DOJ program called “DEEP” (Disruption
and Early Engagement). The goal was to off-ramp individuals whom federal law enforcement identified
as at risk of committing “ideologically based violence” but were not in prison, whether pre-arrest or postconviction. People put into the commission’s DEEP program are evaluated by a psychologist and
undergo a “number of risk and threat assessments,” including for violence as well as “violence
extremism” specifically. If a person is taken into the program, they meet with a therapist and are assigned
a treatment plan that addresses their posited risk factors for violence, whether related to their social skills
and life, substance abuse, family life, employment, or mental health, for example. The commission also
intends to do community and school outreach to expand the reach of DEEP methods to people who
may “want help de-mobilizing” — for instance, people who click on a targeted advertisement after
conducting an online search of a hateful ideology, or are identified by family and friends as being at risk.
Success is measured by how a person’s emotional state changes.233 The TVTP grant funds this range of
efforts.234
Grantee: University of Denver Graduate School of Professional Psychology
Amount: $491,865
DHS Description: The University of Denver Graduate School of Professional Psychology proposes to
expand the Colorado model by increasing the capacity of the Colorado Resilience Collaborative (CRC).
The CRC will provide training and educational resources on threat assessment and prevention of targeted
violence, facilitate expert consultation and networking events for professionals and organizations, and
develop an online resource library to promote sustainable training and technical assistance materials for
the prevention of targeted violence.
Additional Details: DHS funds the CRC to serve as a hub to coordinate violence prevention efforts in
the state and views it as a model CP3 initiative. The CRC’s role includes a range of violence prevention
activities, such as taking referrals from the public of those flagged as “on the pathway to extremist
violence,” proliferating TVTP training to interested parties (for example, “detailed educational materials
on the nature of targeted violence and how to use behavioral indicators to assess threats and manage
cases of concern”), and consulting with community agencies and individuals on particular cases (for
example, through an exploration of the “concerning behavior” at issue and courses of intervention). 235
CRC’s listed current partners include Colorado police departments, federal law enforcement (U.S.
Attorney’s Office, FBI, DHS), social service departments (Department of Human Services, Department
of Public Health and Environment), threat assessment professionals, and faith-based organizations (e.g.,
Interfaith Alliance, Islamic Society of Denver), among others. It subcontracts to Life After Hate and
Moonshot CVE (which are funded by TVTP and are discussed below), and Nicoletti–Flater & Associates
(a threat assessment firm).
DHS notes that over the past five years it has turned Colorado into the location of its “most developed”
TVTP field presence, describing extensive collaboration with “the U.S. Attorney’s Office, the State of
Colorado’s Homeland Security Advisor’s Office, and numerous state and local partners to craft local
prevention frameworks blanketing the state.” For example, DHS says its regional prevention coordinators
have played a role in building up “law enforcement crisis intervention teams, school threat assessment
teams, and mental and social service professionals” to deal with people identified as potentially violent.
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As evidence the program is working, the department declares, “100 individuals displaying behavioral
indicators of radicalization to violence entered into behavioral threat assessment and management
through these prevention efforts.”236
Grantee: University of Central Oklahoma
Amount: $657,281
DHS Description: The University of Central Oklahoma proposes to utilize a series of class modules that
address prejudice in pre-K and elementary schools throughout the state. The module will assess the
effectiveness of early interruption on the evolution of violence. The project will also evaluate the impact
of the training in urban, rural, and suburban areas. The project is adapted from a prior Peer-2-Peer:
Challenging Extremism contest winner.
Additional Details: This grants funds teaching young children in Oklahoma schools about the perils of
prejudice. The materials do not appear to be public, but according to the University of Central Oklahoma,
“The idea behind the grant is that educating students early on about difference and diversity as a positive
might help avoid prejudice that can lead to violence later in life.”237 The grant builds from a previous
project, “1UPAgainstHate,” which aimed to educate children about the apparent risk that they might be
targeted for recruitment by extremist groups while playing video games online.238 1UPAgainstHate’s
resource page emphasizes that children should keep an eye out for and not hesitate to report hatred they
observe, including to law enforcement.239
Grantee: Utah Department of Public Safety
Amount: $205,850
DHS Description: The Utah Department of Public Safety (DPS) proposes a framework that will
provide training and awareness to public safety and community leaders, enhance multidisciplinary threat
assessment and management teams, and implement a statewide process for threat assessment teams to
document and share threat assessments and management information.
Additional Details: DHS’s description suggests that Utah DPS will use TVTP funds to train law
enforcement and community members to identify people showing supposed signs of violence, equip
threat assessment teams that include law enforcement to handle referrals of those who are flagged, and
harmonize the sharing of information across the state on people identified as potential threats. Unlike
many other grantees, Utah DPS has a public website containing a number of resources on targeted
violence prevention and intervention that it will employ in running its TVTP-funded program, made or
adapted from federal government materials. One such document, reproduced in table 3, is used in this
report to concretely illustrate flaws with how DHS’s signs of violence are crafted and applied.240
Grantee: Case Western Reserve University
Amount: $184,891
DHS Description: The Begun Center for Violence Prevention Research and Education at Case Western
Reserve University will work with the Northeast Ohio Regional Fusion Center (NEORFC) to provide
training to identify and report violent extremism in rural areas and create a local, scalable threat
assessment tool specific to the rural communities of Northeast Ohio.
Additional Details: The TVTP grant is listed under the Begun Center’s “law enforcement” page.
Researchers working on this topic partner with and study how law enforcement and communities can
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better collaborate to “lower crime rates, improve conscientious policing, and reduce recidivism.” 241
According to media reports, the Begun Center, working with the fusion center, will use TVTP funds to
“develop training protocols for police officers and other first responders” on how to identify and report
people exhibiting posited signs of violent extremism “across the ideological spectrum” for further
assessment.242 Notable law enforcement partners listed as providing “financial and programmatic
support” to the Begun Center include the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Ohio, FBI,
DOJ, and Cleveland Division of Police, among others.243
Grantee: District of Columbia Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency
Amount: $150,000
DHS Description: District of Columbia Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency (DC
HSEMA) will provide mobilization to violence awareness training to schools, faith-based institutions,
higher education institutions, and local law enforcement agencies. The DC HSEMA will stand up a Task
Force to review and revise training materials to meet local needs and provide standard operating
procedures for a sustainable program. Local training will inform community members on how to identify
and report individuals or groups mobilizing to violence and provide local resources for outreach and
referrals.
Additional Details: DC HSEMA is a law enforcement agency in the mold of a DC-government analog
to DHS. HSEMA runs a fusion center called the National Capital Region Threat Intelligence Consortium
(NTIC), through which information will likely be compiled and disseminated on people reported as
threats based on the supposed signs of violence DC HSEMSA trains law enforcement and community
members to report.244
Grantee: Florida International University Police Department
Amount: $7,001
DHS Description: The Florida International University Police Department (FIUPD) will provide the
Advanced Violence Risk Assessment Certification Course for the entire department to help standardize
and professionalize their threat assessment and management case process. The training will enhance the
engagement tools of FIUPD that will help build community trust and relationships and provide resources
to network across stakeholders through training, awareness programs, education, and other community
resource points.
Additional Details: The Advanced Violence Risk Assessment Certification Course is administered by
the National Association for Behavioral Intervention and Threat Assessment (NABITA). 245 A brief
overview for a 2020 course from NABITA’s website lists a range of concerning behaviors and factors to
which a risk rating can be assigned, ranging from “potential ‘off color’ jokes or veiled statements,” to
“disruptive behavior that is perceived as overly rude,” and “rapid change in previously upsetting behavior
without explanation.”246 Additionally, the risk assessment sheet includes 35 items pursuant to which a
subject is evaluated, including everything from a student’s planning and capacity to carry out a threat to
factors that are vaguer or far removed from violence, such as whether a student has experienced a
breakup or “talks about being persecuted or being treated unjustly.”247
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Grantee: Greenlight Project, Inc. — Counter Extremism Project (The Counter Extremism Project was a
recipient of a 2016 CVE grant to run the Muslim World Today Support Program, a website-based
program aimed at fostering “tolerance and pluralism” among Muslim Americans to make them less
susceptible to recruitment by terrorists.)248
Amount: $277,755
DHS Description: Greenlight Project, Inc. will enhance the capacity of an in-community reentry and
recidivism reduction initiative at the Donovan Correctional Facility. Greenlight Project, Inc. will design
and deliver curriculum to individuals of terrorism-related offenses prior to release or individuals
vulnerable to the risk factors of radicalizing to violence, and also provide post-release support
programming. The project will also help identify important risk and protective factors that might inform
further recidivism reduction and reintegration programs nationally.
Additional Details: This TVTP-funded project is a partnership of the Counter Extremism Project
(CEP) and Parallel Networks (PN).249 It focuses on incarcerated people who believe in either white
supremacist or Islamic extremist ideologies with the goal of reducing recidivism. It would do so by
tailoring lesson plans that highlight “alternative narratives to extremist ideology,” depending on what a
person believes.250 According to Jesse Morton, a former recruiter for Al-Qaeda who runs PN, the focus is
on these groups because they are most likely to be violent.251 Morton said PN will also eventually move to
cover fringe-left ideologies but underscored “a big distinction between a jihadi or far-right extremist, and
an antifa adherent who will throw a brick.”252 Morton’s partner at PN, Mitch Silber, used to work for the
New York Police Department, where he ran a program that spied on Muslims.253
Grantee: Muflehun
Amount: $77,025
DHS Description: Muflehun, with support and commitment from the American Jewish Committee
(AJC), will utilize existing training developed by the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority under
the FY16 Countering Violent Extremism Grant Program. 254 The training for bystanders and gatekeepers,
Communities Acting to Refer and Engage (CARE), will be piloted online for select community leaders.
Training will be customized to each community leader and their local referral networks with the
assistance of AJC’s 22 U.S. regional offices.
Additional Details: The entities involved in this TVTP grant suggest a focus on terrorism associated
with Islam. Muflehun, which received another TVTP grant as well (discussed below), has been described
in the press as an “Islamic deradicalization group.”255 DHS documents have characterized it as “a think
tank, which focuses on confronting violent extremist thought . . . within a religious paradigm.”256 Further,
at least two of Muflehun’s leaders, Imam Mohamed Magid and Humera Khan, have advised federal law
enforcement on CVE matters.257 AJC, Muflehun’s partner organization, will help customize training “to
each community leader and their local referral networks,” and the AJC website evinces a clear focus on
terrorism associated with Islam.258
In its current form, however, the bystander training document Muflehun will promote reflects no such
focus. It is aimed generally at teaching people how to identify individuals displaying concerning behaviors
(shown in table 4 of our report) and how to intervene with them, including potentially referring them to
law enforcement.259
Though it does not directly bear on this program, the training materials Muflehun will use were
developed by an Illinois CVE program plagued by controversy for surreptitious entanglement with law
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enforcement and mismanagement, including a failure to bring on board community-based partners as
represented in the grant application.260
Grantee: Muscogee (Creek) Nation Lighthorse Police Department
Amount: $28,994
DHS Description: The Lighthorse Police Department (LHP) will host a youth police academy and
launch a youth mentoring program that will help implement a day-to-day trust and engagement strategy
with youth community members. The LHP proposal fulfills the diversity of applicant criterion, as the
DHS CVE and TVTP have yet to award a tribal authority with funds.
Additional Details: According to a press release, the youth police academy essentially aims to get
children more comfortable interacting with and trusting police, presumably to encourage reporting of
suspicious activity and under the theory that building community trust reduces the risk a child will turn
violent. The program aims to “provide[] positive interaction with police officers, and educate[]
participants about the challenges and responsibilities of police work.”261
Grantee: New York Presbyterian Hospital
Amount: $149,985
DHS Description: The New York Presbyterian Hospital (NYP) will provide train-the-trainer awareness
briefings and threat assessment and case management to staff leaders, who can train all security and
hospital employees in threat assessment, mental health first aid, and targeted violence awareness trainings.
NYP will also create a threat assessment and management team to accept case referrals from hospital
staff and help mitigate potential threats of targeted violence and terrorism.
Additional Details: Our research did not identify any material additional information bearing on this
grant. DHS’s description suggests that NYP is receiving funds to teach staff to identify people displaying
posited signs of violence at the hospital, and to set up a threat assessment team – typically including law
enforcement – to handle referrals.
Grantee: New York State Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services
Amount: $164,850
DHS Description: The New York State Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Services (NYS
DHSES), with commitment and support from the Monroe County Sheriff’s Office (MCSO), will enhance
the development of the Rochester Threat Advisory Committee (ROCTAC) throughout Upstate New
York. The ROCTAC will manage information flow for situations where the risk to violence is assessed to
be imminent or the cluster of risk factors and warning signs commonly associated with elevated risks for
targeted violence are present, and provide information coordination to the necessary community leaders,
including mental health professionals, community outreach partners, law enforcement agencies, human
resources, schools and school districts, and further supported by the various federal, state, and local
authorities and public outreach centers.
Additional Details: Functionally a fusion center, ROCTAC operates as “a clearing house for
information flow” where people from a range of entities leverage data available to them to help assess
whether a person who is identified as showing posited warning signs or risk factors of violence poses a
threat, and pass it along to parties it determines are relevant. The list of participants in ROCTAC includes
everything from police departments, to Monroe County’s Mental Health and Child Protective Services
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agencies, to schools and universities, to supermarkets and community organizations, to federal actors
such as the U.S. Attorney’s Office, Secret Service, FBI, and TSA.262
Grantee: Operation250: Prevention Through Education
Amount: $121,278
DHS Description: Operation250 will implement an online safety workshop for teachers and students in
New Hampshire and Massachusetts to increase the resilience of young individuals online to violent
extremist material. The workshop is a skills-based learning program that addresses student decisionmaking online, risk-inducing online behaviors, in- and out-group attitudes, and critical problem-solving
capabilities.
Additional Details: Op250 conducts workshops that make students more cognizant of adverse
phenomena and material they may encounter online and prepare them to handle it. For example, in a
lesson about “Social Media Threats,” students reflect on their use of social media (e.g., Does social media
make them feel better about themselves? Have they witnessed bullying on social media?) and discuss it
with their peers. Then they break into groups to look at fictional case studies of what “cyberbullying”
(e.g., a story about a student committing suicide after being teased online) or “hate group propaganda”
(e.g., a story about a student making a hateful threat after encountering Nazi propaganda) might look like
if they encounter it. They also consider how they should respond in cases like those (“reporting, seeking
the truth, and not feeding into the threat in any way”).263 Op250 also provides conferences and webinars
to teachers to share its approach to internet safety.264 Though it started as a program to oppose ISIS
online, training materials now reflect a broader focus on “online safety and anti-hate.”265 According to
Op250, TVTP “funding will allow us to reach an estimated 930 students through our workshops, and
another 1,000 through our student lecture series, as well as being able to deliver teacher trainings to an
approximate 632 educators, administrators, and school counselors.”266
Grantee: Philadelphia Police Department
Amount: $43,300
DHS Description: The Philadelphia Police Department will conduct training and outreach with their
Fusion Liaison Officers to identify violent extremism indicators as well as behavioral indicators of
targeted violence. Training and awareness programs will focus exclusively on the tactics, techniques, and
procedures of domestic terrorist groups known to operate in Philadelphia and any emerging violent risks.
Additional Details: As described above in connection with the Kentucky Office of Homeland Security
grant, Liaison Officers are designated points of contact for a fusion center across a range of venues from
law enforcement to public health to education to other state agencies and private organizations. 267 DHS’s
description indicates that the Philadelphia Police Department will use funds to train their liaison officers
to pick up posited warning signs of terrorism and targeted violence, and presumably to share concerning
activity with their fusion center. The Delaware Valley Intelligence Center is the fusion center connected
to the Philadelphia Police Department.268
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Grantee: The National Governors Association’s Center for Best Practices (As noted below, the National
Governor’s Association was the recipient of a fiscal year 2016 CVE grant, upon which this TVTP grant
builds.)269
Amount: $435,000
DHS Description: The National Governors Association (NGA) will assist states and territories in
adopting comprehensive, data-driven approaches to prevention by assisting those authorities with the
implementation of replicative, locally-based prevention framework programming. NGA will conduct a
policy academy in five states, which will help identify, develop, and implement essential prevention
programming. This proposal builds upon NGA’s FY16 CVE grant with additional outreach to different
states that will provide a library of performance metrics, key indicators, lessons learned, and a messaging
toolkit that can be adapted nationwide.
Additional Details: Pursuant to the 2016 CVE grant, the NGA developed a CVE road map to provide
training, policy, and engagement strategies to be implemented and adopted by five states. The road map
says it now “adopts the terminology ‘targeted violence,’ rather than ‘countering violent extremism,’ or
‘CVE,’ ” since the latter term “has come to be associated with interventions understood as anti-Muslim
and targeting populations based on their religious beliefs.”270 In essence, this road map lays out NGA’s
best practices for establishing a “statewide PTV (preventing targeted violence) strategy.” It prescribes
potential stakeholders (e.g., federal partners like DHS, FBI, and CDC; state partners such as public health
agencies, fusion centers, and law enforcement; and NGOs), data collection methods on targeted violence
(e.g., engagement with law enforcement and with human rights groups that track hate crimes), evaluation
metrics, threat assessment methods (drawn from the FBI’s Making Prevention a Reality), and risk factors of
violence, among other things, as a template for states implementing CP3-promoted prevention initiatives.
DHS’s description suggests the NGA will use the grant to build from this foundation in conducting
outreach to additional states to proliferate and refine its best practices.
Grantee: Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians
Amount: $149,882
DHS Description: The Twenty-Nine Palms Band of Mission Indians will onboard and dedicate Tribal
Public Safety Department Captains to raise awareness of targeted violence and terrorism prevention
issues on the Reservation. The dedicated Captains will receive train-the-trainer programs and provide
additional training to Tribal members and employees through Community Awareness Briefings (CABs) in
both English and Spanish.
Additional Details: Public Safety Captains are law enforcement officers.271 As the DHS description
indicates, they will provide training to community members on how to identify and refer those displaying
posited warning signs and risk factors of targeted violence and terrorism.
Grantee: Xavier University
Amount: $124,817
DHS Description: Xavier University Police Department, in conjunction with Norwood Police
Department and Cincinnati Police Department, will provide training and awareness programs to
community partners to help identify individuals radicalizing to violence, encourage community resilience
against the mobilization to violence, and help to enhance or establish programming to develop protective
factors in youth communities.
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Additional Details: Reporting indicates that the Xavier University Police Department (XUPD) will use
funds to “conduct in-person anti-violence programming at local middle schools,” with a main goal of
getting children more comfortable interacting with the police. The grant could be renewed or become a
part of local schooling if it is determined to work.272 The DHS description further suggests, however, that
funds will be used to teach community members how to identify and refer people exhibiting supposed
warning signs of violence.
Grantee: American University
Amount: $568,613
DHS Description: The School of Communication at American University will define and describe the
growing threat of violent white supremacist extremist disinformation, evaluate attitudinal inoculation as a
strategy for communication to combat the threat, and develop a suite of operational tools for use by
practitioners and stakeholders. With commitment and support from Google Jigsaw, American University
will develop evidence-based methods for undermining the persuasive appeal of disinformation-based
messaging and facilitate on- and offline inoculation campaigns.
Additional Details: The basic idea of “attitudinal inoculation” is that showing people a message that
gives them context for a piece of extremist propaganda — the “skills to recognize it” or an explanation of
what it is trying to do, for example — affects how they react to it. 273 In broad strokes, the inoculation
message tells subjects that their beliefs are going to be challenged and provides information countering
what is alleged in the bad narrative. One study published November 2019 by Professor Kurt Braddock,
who leads work on this TVTP grant, concluded that people were more likely to be argumentative with
and angered by a bad message after being inoculated, and likely to find it less credible.274 It also found that
the source of an inoculation message (e.g., a former terrorist) or its ideological tilt did not affect its
effectiveness. Especially given that it is unclear how the “suite of operational tools” would function, the
real-world effectiveness remains an open question. For example, the sample inoculation and propaganda
messages studied were lengthy and perhaps not reflective of what a person would encounter in an online
space. Further, the study did not prove a direct link between inoculation and the intent to support an
extremist group, and the viability of the endeavor as a whole is contingent on the unproven notion that
“radicalization” to a violent ideology precedes violent action.
Grantee: Arizona State University
Amount: $433,141
DHS Description: The AZ Board of Regents on behalf of Arizona State University, under the McCain
Institute, will work with local prevention and intervention practitioners to assist in conducting outreach
across the mental and behavioral health sectors to grow prevention and intervention referral networks.
The McCain Institute will develop a framework for referral program designs that will feature resources
and recommendations to build upon existing or new prevention referral networks.
Additional Details: The McCain Institute aims to use TVTP funds to build the capacity of threat
assessment and intervention professionals across the country so that localities building and expanding
threat assessment program will have more people to turn to for guidance and staffing. To this end, for
example, the institute runs workshops on “common design challenges” — best threat assessment
practices, how to comply with relevant laws, etc. — and forges networks of people willing to accept
TVTP referrals.275
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Grantee: Life After Hate Inc. (Life After Hate was initially awarded a CVE grant under President
Obama, but it was retracted after President Trump took office, perhaps because its cofounder tweeted
negative comments about him.)276
Amount: $749,996
DHS Description: Life After Hate, in collaboration with and support from Moonshot CVE, will
uniquely provide program management to target individuals online to disengage from violence, further
support their deradicalization from violent extremist movements, and sustain their ability to reintegrate
from violent extremist lifestyles. Life After Hate programming fulfills the priorities of combating the
threat of domestic terrorism and mobilizing threat assessment and management teams through evidencebased disengagement and demobilization tools.
Additional Details: Life After Hate is an organization run by former far right–wing extremists
(“formers”) that aims to help people off-ramp from violent white supremacy.277 Since the organization is
run by formers, it says it is a “credible voice” for those looking to move away from violent extremism. 278
According to Executive Director Sammy Rangel, TVTP funding goes toward three activities: intervention
and aftercare services, training and capacity building, and community engagement, though the
descriptions of each in Rangel’s written testimony to a House subcommittee are vague.279
The first (intervention and aftercare) is “voluntary” and apparently involves providing services such as
mental health treatment and opening community spaces such as online groups of former extremists
who can “mentor and support one another” to help individuals with the off-ramping process.280
However, the organization does provide unspecified training to law enforcement, governments, and
community groups “to effectively identify and address white supremacy violent extremism in their
practice and community.”
The second (training and capacity building) involves coaching people, including mental health
practitioners and formers, to properly engage with people who may want to give up violent
extremism.281
The third (community engagement) involves “humaniz[ing] the issues around white supremacist
violent extremism” so people will be more supportive of formers looking to disengage, as well as
working with the online firm Moonshot CVE to use advertising tools to “create and launch
campaigns to proactively reach more vulnerable populations.”282 (In its 2016 CVE proposal, along
with a coterie of other organizations including another TVTP grantee — Muflehun, which was to
focus on outreach to “Jihadist users” — Life After Hate sought to use Moonshot CVE’s technology
“to automate the process of identifying individuals at risk of radicalization” by assigning them a digital
“risk score,” an approach that lacks empirical support. 283)
Notably, Rangel cites a research paper incorporating interviews with 44 formers that identifies common
threads among them as validating Life After Hate’s “overall strategy” to help people leave violence and
exit extremism. The suggestion appears to be that the factors identified drug abuse (72%), childhood
abuse (45%) and mental health problems (43%), for example, bear on a person’s participation in violence
or extremism and inform Life After Hate’s off-ramping programs.284 Part III of this report disputes the
methodology underlying such conclusions.
Grantee: Muflehun
Amount: $748,250
DHS Description: The Muflehun Community Resilience Early Warning System (CREWS) will create a
data-driven vulnerability risk map to help inform local-level, whole-of-society prevention frameworks of
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gaps in non-criminal justice sectors in Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia. CREWS will work with State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial (SLTT) authorities
and other community stakeholders to recommend budget allocation and programming priorities along
with other prevention network essentials, all supported by letters of recommendation from federal, state,
and local officials and letters of commitment from local organizations.
Additional Details: In an interview, Humera Khan, Muflehun’s president, explains CREWS in a manner
that largely mirrors DHS’s description above. She further notes it is focused on “preventing community
vulnerability to white power movements,” using technology to “anticipate emerging hot spots” so that
non-law enforcement resources including those for “education, social services, and mental health” can be
redirected where most needed. It is unclear what data streams CREWS will use to make these
recommendations, the degree to which the CREWS project will cooperate with law enforcement, and
what role artificial intelligence will play and how transparent or accountable its use will be, for example. 285
More fundamentally, however, the CREWS project rests on the foundation that the allocation of social
services is appropriately made on the empirically flawed basis of a perceived risk of terrorism or violence
rather than directly on the basis of community need for those services. Additional information on
Muflehun is provided above under the description of the other $77,025 TVTP grant it received.
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